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A VORTEX-LATTICE METHOD FOR THE MEAN CAMBER SHAPES
OF TRIMMED NONCOPLANAR PLANFORMS




A new subsonic method has been developed by which the mean camber surface can
be determined for trimmed noncoplanar planforms with minimum vortex drag. This
method uses a vortex lattice and overcomes previous difficulties with chord loading
specification. This method uses a Trefftz plane analysis to determine the optimum span
loading for minimum drag, then solves for the mean camber surface of the wing, which
will provide the required loading. Pitching-moment or root-bending-moment constraints
can be employed as well at the design lift coefficient.
Sensitivity studies of vortex-lattice arrangement have been made with this method
and are presented. Comparisons with other theories show generally good agreement.
The versatility of the method is demonstrated by applying it to (1) isolated wings, (2) wing-
canard configurations, (3) a tandem wing, and (4) a wing-winglet configuration.
INTRODUCTION
Configuration design for subsonic transports usually begins with the wing, after
which the body and its effects are taken into account, and then the tails are sized and
located by taking into account stability and control requirements. With the advent of
highly maneuverable aircraft having closely coupled lifting surfaces, there has been an
increased interest in changing the design order so that multiple surfaces could be
designed together to yield a trimmed configuration with minimum induced drag at some
specified lift coefficient. Such a combined design approach requires that the mutual inter-
ference of the lifting surfaces be considered initially.
Single planform design methods are available to optimize the mean camber surface,
better called the local elevation surface, for wings flying at subsonic speeds (for example,
ref. 1) and at supersonic speeds (for example, refs. 2 and 3). The design method pre-
sented in reference 1 was developed from an established analysis method (Multhopp type),
also presented in reference 1, by using the same mathematical model, but the design
methodsolves for the local meanslope rather than the lifting pressures. In the usual
implementationof reference 1, the design lifting pressures are taken to be linear chord-
wise, but must be represented in this solution by a sine series which oscillates about
them. An examplepresentedherein demonstratesthat corresponding oscillations may
appear in pressure distributions measured onwings which havebeendesignedby the
methodof reference 1. The methoddevelopedherein overcomes this oscillatory lifting
pressure behavior by specifying linear chord loadings at the outset.
The developmentapproachused in the two-planform designproblem will be simi-
lar to that used for a single planform. The analytic methodemployed, selected because
of its geometric versatility, is the noncoplanartwo-planform vortex-lattice methodof
reference 4.
Thedesignprocedure is essentially an optimization or extremization problem.
Subsonicmethods(for example, see refs. 5 and6) are available for determining the span
load distributions onbent lifting lines in the Trefftz plane, but they donot describe the
necessary local elevation surface. This is one of the objectives of the present method
which will utilize the Lagrange multiplier technique (also employedin refs. 2 and 3). The
methodof reference 4 is usedto provide the neededgeometrical relationships betweenthe
circulation andinducednormal flow for complexplanforms, as well as to computethe lift,
drag, andpitching moment.
This paper also presents the results of precision studies and comparisons with
other methodsand data. Severalexamplesof solutions for configurations of recent inter-
est are also presented. The FORTRANcomputer program written to perform the compu-
tation is described (appendixA), alongwith details of the program input data (appendixB)
andoutputdata (appendixC). Listings andtypical running times of exampleconfigura-
tions are given (appendixD), anda FORTRANprogram listing is provided (appendixE).
AppendixF provides details concerningthe changesneededto substitute a root-bending-
momentconstraint for the basic constraint on configuration pitching-moment balance.
SYMBOLS
The geometric description of planforms is basedon the body-axis system. (See
fig. 1 for positive directions.) For computationalpurposes the planform is replaced by a
vortex lattice which is in a wind-axis system. Both the bodyaxes andthe wind axeshave
their origins in the planform planeof symmetry. (Seesketch (a) for details.) The axis
system of a particular horseshoevortex is wind oriented and referred to the origin of that
horseshoevortex (fig. 1). For the purpose of the computer program, the length dimension
is arbitrary for a given case; anglesassociatedwith the planform are always in degrees.
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wash or sidewashat slope point l (see sketch (a) and also eqs. (5)
and (6))
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maximum number of spanwise scaling terms (see eqs. (25) to (27))
lift
pitching moment about coordinate origin
free-stream Mach number
number of span stations where pressure modes are defined as used in
reference 1
maximum number of elemental panels on both sides of configuration; maxi-
mum number of chordal control points at each of m span stations as used
in reference 1
number of elemental panels from leading to trailing edge in chordwise row











axis system of given horseshoe vortex (see fig. 1)
body-axis system for planform (see fig. 1)
wind-axis system for planform (see sketch (a))
distance along X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively
=
distance along X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively
incremental movement of X-Y coordinate origin in streamwise direction
midspan x-location of quarter-chord of elemental panel
midspan _-location of three-quarter-chord of elemental panel
y and z distances from image vortices located on right half of plane of
symmetry, as viewed from behind, to points on left panel
canard height with respect to wing plane, positive down
local elevation normalized by local chord, referenced to local trailing-edge
height, positive down
/th elemental local slope in vector _z/_x) of N/2 elements (see eq. (1))
angle of attack, deg
Prandtl-Glauert correction factor to account for effect of compressibility in
subsonic flow, _1 - Moo2
vortex strength of nth element in vector (F) of N/2 elements










incidence angle, positive leading edge up, deg
nondimensional spanwise coordinates, b/-"-2
nondimensional spanwise coordinate based on local planform semispan
planform leading-edge sweep angle in X-Y plane, deg
Lagrange multiplier (see eq. (19))
distance along local chord normalized by local chord
fractional chordwise location of point where mean camber height is to be
computed (see eq. (28))
dihedral angle from trailing vortex to point on left panel being influenced;
measured from left panel, _' measured from right panel
constraint function (see eqs. (20) and (21)); also horseshoe vortex dihedral
angle in Y-Z plane on left wing panel, deg
horseshoe vortex dihedral angle on right wing panel, qS' = -_b, deg
quarter-chord sweep angle of elemental panel; because of small angle
assumption, also used as sweep angle of spanwise horseshoe vortex fila-
ment in X-Y plane, deg
= tan- 1/_--_ )
canard
design
indices to vary over the range indicated
leading edge
l_n associated with slope point and horseshoe vortex, reslSectively, ranging from
1 to N/2
L left trailing leg
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This section presents the application of vortex-lattice methodology to the mean-
camber-surface design of two lifting pIanforms which may be separated vertically and
have dihedral. For a given planform, local vertical displacements of the surfaces with
respect to their chord lines in the wing axis (see sketch (a)) are assumed to be negligi-
ble; however, vertical displacements of the solution surfaces due to planform separation
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or dihedral are included. The wakes of these bent lifting planforms are assumedto lie in
their respective extendedbent chord planeswith no roll up. For a two-planform configu-
ration the resulting local elevation surface solutions are those for which both the vortex
drag is minimized at the design lift coefficient and the pitching moment is constrained to
be zero aboutthe origin. For an isolated planform nopitching-moment constraint is
imposed. Thus, the solution is the local elevation surface yielding the minimum vortex
drag at the designlift coefficient. Lagrange multipliers together with suitable interpo-
lating andintegrating procedures are used to obtain the solutions. The details of the
solution are given in the following five subsections.
Relationship BetweenLocal Slopeand Circulation
From reference 4, the distributed circulation over a lifting system is related to the
local slopeby
r "1
where the matrix LAJ is the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix based on the paneling
technique described in reference 4. This matrix has elements of
m
FAl,n =lIFw,l,n(X',Y,Z,S,_P',dP) - v,l,n(X ,Y,Z,S,g2,dp) tan c_ll
which, because of the assumed spanwise symmetry of loading, leads to
' ' F ' '
Fw,l,n(X ,y,z,s,_ ,_b) - w,/,n(X ,y,z,s,_ ,4_)lef t panel
and
-I- F _ "
w,l, N+l-n(x 'Y'Z'S'_"_b)right panel
Fv,t,n- (x',y,z,s,_P',_b) - Fv,/,n(X',y,z,s,gT,_))lef t panel
(2)
(3)




(y tan ¢,' - x') cos
(x') 2 + (y sin 4))2 + cos2 do(y2 tan2 $' + z2 sec2 _' - 2yx' tan _') - 2z cos _ sin 4_(Y + x' tan _')
(-
J(x' + s cos <b tan _') cos do tan _' + (y + s cos c_) cos 4) + (z + s sin 4)) sin
x
[(x' + s cos O tan _,)2 + (y + s cos 0) 2 + (z + s sin d02] 1/2
(x' - s cos 4) tan _p') cos (5 tan _p' + (y - s cos 4)) cos do + (z - s sin c5) sin c5_
[(x' - s cos _ tan _k') 2 + (y- s cos c_)2 + (z- s sin 0)2] 1/2 J
y - s cos (b
(y- s cos 4))2 + (z - s sin 0) 2
x' - s cos 0 tan if' (
tan if,)2 + (y _ s cos do)2 + (z - s sin O)2j 1/ J
y + S cos d0
(y + s cos 4))2 + (z + sin 0) 2
-)
x' + s cos Otan if'
ql/21




x' sin do - z cos 0 tan _'
(x') 2 + (y sin (b) 2 + cos 2 do(y2 tan 2 if' + z 2 sec2 if' - 2yx' tan if') - 2z cos 8 sin 4)(y + x' tan if')
x' + s cos o tan @') cos d) tan if' + (y + s cos 0) cos 4) + (z + s sin 4)) sin 4)
× 1/2
I(x'+scos 4) tan_')2+(y+scos_b)2+(z.+ssin4))21
_ (x' - s cos 2 tan _'___))cos 4) tan __' __+!y - s_cos 2)_ cos_ _ + (z _- _s si___n4)) sin _-t
[(x'- s cos (5 tan _,)2 + (y_ s cos d_)2 + (z- s sin _)2] 1/2 f
Z - S sin (b
(y- s cos 0) 2 + (z - s sin do)2
z + s sin do
(y+ s cos 0)2 + (z + s sin c_)2
I - [(X' - S COS
x' - s cos do tan t_'
do tan _p,)2 + (y _ s cos _)2 + (z - s sin 4))2] 1/
x' + s cos (_ tan _p'
tan _,)2 + (y + s cos 4))2 + (z + s sin cb)2] 1/ .j (6)
with l signifying the particular slope point and n the particular horseshoe vortex
influencing the slope point.
Circulation Specification
Once the surface slope matrix _0_,/0:_ is known, chordwise integration can be per-
formed to determine the local elevation surface _,/c, which contains the effects of camber,
twist, and angle of attack. The major problem to be solved is determining the necessary
circulation matrix <F/U) to employ in equation (1). The problem is simplified somewhat
by having the chordwise shape of the bound circulation remain unchanged across each span,
although the chordwise shape may vary from one planform to another. (This simplification
•can easily be removed without any new analysis and would require only a small programing
change.) The chordwise loadings allowable in the program range from rectangular to right
triangular toward the leading edge and were selected because they are of known utility. An
example is given in sketch (b). Two different techniques are utilized to arrive at the span-
wise scaling of the chordwise shapes. The particular technique to be employed depends on
whether the configuration has dihedral.
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For a configuration having dihedral, the spanwisescaling must be determined dis-
cretely becauseno finite polynomial representation of the scaling is knownwith certainty,
evenfor an isolated wing. However, for configurations with no dihedral, the spanwise
scaling canbe written as a polynomial for eachplanform,
1-__/2 (ai + bi_/2+ ci7//4)
(see sketch (b)) with a maximum of three coefficients per planform being determined as
part of the solution. It is possible to write this polynomial as a solution becausethe iso-
lated wing solution is knownto be of the elliptical form {1 - _/12,andthe presenceof the
other planform is assumedto generatea loading disturbance which canbe represented by
the other two terms in addition to adjusting ai. Oncethe scaling is knownfrom either
technique, then (F/U} is readily obtainedby multiplication.
Lift, Pitching-Moment, and Drag Contributions
The contributions to CL andto Cm, respectively, from the jth chordwise row of
horseshoevortices are
m
CL'j = q_S---ref q_Sref i (7)
and
m












xj'i=(Xle)j-f 1--O'75_C'Nc/ ] (i0)
It should be observed that no contribution from the drag forces is included in equation (8).
Even though CL, j and Cm, j actually occur on the wing at the jth spanwise loca-
tion, they can be utilized in a Trefftz plane solution if the chordwise summations are per-
formed. This utilization is possible herein because the trailing wake is assumed not to
roll up, and the general configuration has specifiable chord loading shapes. Summing the
chordwise loadings at this point allows the solution of the spanwise scaling to be per-
formed on a bent lifting line located in the Trefftz plane, which is, of course, ideally
suited for the vortex drag computation. In addition, the summation reduces the number
of unknowns from the product of Nc and Ns to only Ns. Hence, a larger value of Ns
can be used in the Trefftz plane, which should yield improved accuracy in the spanwise
scaling factors without affecting the number of horseshoe vortices on the wing. Then,
when the circulations are needed on the wing for use in equation (1), the well-defined var-
iations of the spanwise scaling factors are interpolated to the original spanwise positions
of the wing vortex lattice which is used to generate EA]. The procedure is implemented
as follows:
The summation in the lift expression (eq. (7)) can be written as
Nc I Nc
i=1 i i= i=I+l
where I is the last i value which satisfies _i ----a; that is,
I - I_ca + 0.75 ] (12)
where the brackets indicate "take the greatest integer." Hence,
0 -
i=l i Nc(1 a) Nc(1 a) :-_
- - i=I+l




( ) +°_J _+_c+O._ _c-!ii cj 7_
_lej _] _c(1- a) 'i -_ci--1_
- 1 ic ic
t1( 1.Scj \-_ cj_ 1 Xle) +cj +--_ _) i +
Nc(1 - a) L J N c _i i=I+l Nc2(1 - a) i=I+l
i 2 (14)
The contribution to the vortex drag coefficient at the ith chordwise row due to the
jth chordwise row is obtained by using only half the trailing vortex induced normal wash





- O "'p _
_cos(_.,ij _) cos(_,_ _)
II 1 )2j(2 [z - s sin (_j y_,j + s cos d) 2 t2Yi,j - s cos _j +_ i,j + i,j + s sin Oj/
cos(_,i__i)
+ (15)
i(Yi*,j s c°s _bi)2 (Z_, '- + j - s sin qSj
I
In the + sign, plus indicates that the trailing vortex filament is to the left of the influenced
point; minus, to the right.
In using equations (7), (8), and (15), a new vortex system is set up in the Trefftz
plane in which the bent chord plane is represented by a system of uniformly spaced trail-
ing vortices (the quantity 2s in fig. 2). This uniformity of vortex spacing leads to a
simplification in the equations and can be thought of as a discretization of the ideas of
Munk (ref. 7) and Milne-Thomson (ref. 8) for a bound vortex of constant strength.
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SpanwiseScaling Determination
To determine the spanwisescaling with either technique requires the combination
of the contributions from each spanwiseposition for configurations with dihedral or the
mode shapecontributions for configurations without dihedral. Thesecontributions must
be employedin the appropriate total CL and Cm constraint equationsas well as in the
CD,v extremization operation. The details of the solution for configurations with dihe-
dral are as follows:
is
CL=2 _ 5jCL, j (16)
j=l
N s
Cm =2 _ 5jCm, j (17)
j=l
and
N s N s
i=1 j=
where the 6j terms are the spanwise scaling factors and the independent variables in
the solution.
The problem is formalized in the Lagrange extremization method by forming the
function to be extremized
2
G=CD, v+ _ _iqSi
i=l
(19)
with the two constraint equations
is











where _l and _2 are the Lagrangemultipliers. In order to extremize the function G,
it is necessary to find a solution to the set of linear equationsresulting from
°--_G =0 (_=I, 2,.. ",Ns) (22)
and
a__q_G_-0 (i = 1, 2) (23)
_t i
where equation (23) is just a restatement of equations (20) and (21). The Ns
represented in equation (22) are explicitly
Ns
equations
+CD, k,i)6k+CL,i_tl+ Cm,i_t2=0 (i=l, 2,.. ",Ns) (24)
Equations (24), (20), and (21) provide Ns + 2 relations having as the Ns + 2 unknowns
the N s values of 6k, Xl, and X2.
The matrix to be solved for configurations with dihedral can be as large as 102
square, and it is possible for this matrix to become ill conditioned if the trailing vortex
filaments from the two planforms coincide. If this coincidence occurs, an alternative
matrix inversion routine, based on least squaring, is utilized.
It is difficult to assess the accuracy of the calculated values of 5k because mini-
mum vortex drag (CD, v) solutions are not generally known, even for isolated wings having
dihedral. As a numerical check, the ratio of the normal induced velocity to the cosine of
the local dihedral angle is computed. According to Munk (ref. 7), this ratio should be con-
stant across the configuration span for minimum vortex drag. Hence, the uniformity of
this ratio is an indication of the accuracy of those solutions for which oniy the lift con-
straint is operative. If both the lift and moment constraints are operative, then the vor-
tex drag will be the minimum obtainable for the problem posed but not necessarily an
absolute minimum. Under the pitching-moment-constraint conditions, this numerical
check is meaningless and should be ignored.
It should be noted that equation (21) could be changed from a pitching-moment con-
straint to one which involved the root bending moment. In fact, this has been done in one
of the examples discussed in the text. Details for implementing this constraint are given
in appendix F.
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For configurations without dihedral, the solution technique is similar to that already
presentedandthe details follow.
K




Cm=2 _ 5kCm,k (26)
k=l
K K
CD,v=2 _ _ 5iCD,i,k5k (27)
i=l k=l
where K_-<6 and CL,k and Cm,k are the CL and Cm contributions associated
with the kth term in the polynomials
1-_/2(51 + 52T//2+ 53T//4)
or
(Note that k = 1, 2, and 3 are assigned to the first planform and 4, 5, and 6 to the sec-
ond.) These contributions are computed by first assuming a unit value of scaling with
each term in the polynomial, then multiplying each resulting spanwise scaling distribution
by the CL, j and Cm, j terms of equations (7) and (8), and finally summing spanwise
over all the chordwise rows associated with each set of k values (or planform). The
vortex drag coefficient associated with the ith and kth combination of spanwise scaling
distributions CD, i, k is computed similarly. The 5k terms are equivalent to the
unknown coefficients in the polynomial and are the independent variables in the solution.
The extremization of equation (27), with the same CL and C m constraints as
before, produces K + 2 relations with the K values of 5k, _1, and k2 as the
unknowns. Obviously, this matrix, no larger than 8 square, is much smaller and hence
faster to invert than that utilized for configurations having dihedral.
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Determination of Local Elevation Curves
With 6k known,then (F/U_, CL, Cm, and CD, v can be determined. The
(F/U) are interpolated to the original spanwise positions of the panelingresults for
which is used in equation (1) and in the following equation to find the local elevation
curves. The equation for the local elevation above the computational plane at a
particular point (_',y) is
z(_,,_) = 8__(_,_) d_ (28)
Further discussion is given regarding this integration in the section "Precision," but it
should be noted that cubic splines are utilized to interpolate the local surface slopes
between slope points as well as to integrate the resulting distribution.
Three additional aspects of the present method should be noted: (1) The local slope
and elevation results obtained are linearly dependent on CL; hence, they can be used to
obtain design information at other than the original design CL by multiplying these
results by the ratio of the new value to the old value of C L. (2) For an isolated plan-
form with zero dihedral, the three assumed spanwise distributions are self-reducing;
that is, the Lagrange multipliers of the second and third distributions become zero, leav-
ing only the first (the elliptic form) to give the correct minimum vortex drag. Thus, only
the elliptic spanwise distribution is imposed for mean-camber-surface solutions of iso-
lated planforms without dihedral. (3) As a result of the relationship between F/U and
the lift on an elemental panel, F/U is related to the assumed constant value of ACp
over the panel by
_.F= ACp c (29)
v 2 Nc
for a uniform chordwise distribution of elemental panels.
used, then equation (29) as well as the computer implementation must be modified.
If a nonuniform distribution is
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General
Before the design method just outlined is employed, it is necessary to examine the
sensitivity of its results to vortex:lattice arrangement. It is also important to compare
results obtained with this method with those available in the literature. Unfortunately,
the available solutions, whether exact or numerical, may not be for configurations which
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will exercise the constraint or extreminization capabilities of the present method. In
fact, the available exact solutions are for configurations which are either two-dimensional
sections or isolated three-dimensional wings with a nonelliptic spanloading. The solu-
tions for such configurations require program modifications to the span loading and
involve nooptimization. The numerical solution used for comparison is for an isolated
planform without dihedral.
Two-dimensional comparisons are used to determine suitable chordwise locations
andthe number Nc of horseshoevortices. The effect that different extrapolations of
the chordwise representation of _./8_ aheadof the first andbehind the last slope points
have onthe local elevation curve has also been investigated. In addition, the sensitivity
of the local elevation solutions to the number Ns and location of chordwise rows of
horseshoevortices was investigated for an isolated planform.
Following the section "Precision," an application of the present methodto a wing-
canard configuration is given for various vertical separations and moment trim points, as
well as a comparison of the local incidence distributions, vortex drag values, and span
loadings. Calculated results for a tandemwing and for a wing-winglet combination are
also presented.
Precision
Results of the present methodare presented in figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in terms of
local midsurface slopes and elevations along the chord. The local elevation results can
be thoughtof as including the effects of incidence, twist, and meancamber. In these fig-
ures results of the present methodare comparedwith thoseobtainedfrom other methods.
Where appropriate, these comparisons are made at a number of spanwiselocations.
Two-dimensional.- Figure 3 presents, for the three particular chordwise lifting
pressure distributions shown in the inset sketches, the local slope and elevation varia-
tions along the chord obtained from the present method and from two-dimensional theory
(ref. 9) at CL, d = 1.0 and Moo = 0. The predictions of the present method were obtained
by utilizing an aspect-ratio-50 rectangular wing with a rectangular span loading. In order
to avoid the tip effects, only the results near the plane of symmetry are presented and they
are for the different chordwise patterns and extrapolations denoted. It should be noted that
the diamond symbol does not appear in those parts of figure 3 which present the local slope
since the results are coincident with the results denoted by the square symbol. Only in the
parts of the figure presenting local elevation do the two symbols not coincide, which is a
result of the differences evolving from methods of extrapolation. A discussion of the
extrapolation methods will be presented later in this section.
The local elevation curves are identified by values of a of 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 which
denote the fractional chordwise locations where the net pressure changes from a constant
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value to a linearly varying value toward zero. (Thesymbol a employedin the text and
figures is the same as the variables XCFW or XCFT used in appendixB.)
The following observations canbe madefrom figure 3:
(1) For all patterns studied andfor all valuesof a, the present methodpredicts
both the amplitude and trend of the local slope analytic curves with reasonableaccuracy.
(2) Of the uniform chordwise vortex patterns, the onewith Nc = 20 is superior to
that with Nc = 10. This result can be attributed to two causes: (a) increasing N c
from 10 to 20 provides more definition to the approximate curve, especially near the
chordwise edges, where the analytic result may have a steep gradient, and (b) the extrap-
olations to the chordal edges, which must be employed with the approximate curve for
integration purposes, are more accurate as a result of the smaller distance over which
they must be applied. Because the chordwise integration of local slope occurs from the
trailing edge forward, any errors in matching the analytic local slopes at or ahead of the
trailing edge will be seen forward of that chordwise location and will accumulate.
The incidence angles have been extracted from the local elevation curves for com-
parison with the exact solution. The following table summarizes the incidence angles
obtained with N c = 10 and 20, as well as those for N c > 20 from a modified version of
the program. The results from N c > 20 are provided so that the solution convergence
and its rate can be examined. The table clearly shows that the results of the present
method are more positive than, but tend toward, the exact ones with increasing values of
N c but at a slower rate as Nc increases. Though not shown herein, it was observed
that the results obtained for N c = 40 also gave the best agreement with the local eleva-
tion curve, especially for a = 1.0. Also, with N s held constant, doubling the value of
N c provides a reduction in percent error of less than a factor of two while approximately
quadrupling the computer time. Hence, N c = 20 is the largest number that will be
employed; however, the best chordwise spacing of these bound vortices is still to be
determined.
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(3) Becausethe Nc = 20 uniform solution has slope points nearer the chordal
edges and yielded better local elevation curves than the solution for Nc = 10, it was
anticipated that by arranging the locations of the elemental panels nearer the chordwise
edges, as in a cosine manner, there could be improvements in the N c = 10 solution.
The results of this change are as follows: (a) Better agreement with the analytic local
slope curves near the leading edge is produced for all values of a and near the trailing
edge for a = 1.0. (b) There is poorer agreement from 0.1 to 0.7 chord where the new
local slopes are less than those of the uniform spacing and the analytic curve. The error
accumulates to a larger overestimation of local elevation from 0.1 to 0.5 chord than for
the other patterns. (c) As a result of the better local slope prediction near the leading
edge, the local elevation predictions at the leading edge are better with the cosine spacing
than for the uniform spacing solution with the same number of divisions.
The incidence angles have also been computed for the solutions just discussed along
with those for N c = 20 which employed a cosine spacing. These results are summarized
in the following table:




















This table shows the improvement in incidence angle prediction with increasing values of
N c which were obtained for a cosine spacing. If these results are compared with those
from the previous table, it can be seen that the percent error decreases with a change
from a uniform spacing to a cosine spacing at a given value of N c. However, the local
elevation solutions with the cosine spacing are generally poorer when compared with the
exact solutions over the midchord range than those with the uniform spacing. Since the
local elevation surface is the primary purpose of the computation, the uniform spacing is
utilized in the following fiumerical studies and applications and is also employed in the
program.
(4) The solution for N c = 20 uniformly spaced horseshoe vortices gives the best
overall results. Furthermore, the effect of changing the method of extrapolation of the
local slope curve ahead of the first and behind the last slope points is not significant.
(See sketch (c) for a comparison of the two extrapolation techniques near the leading edge.)
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Sketch (c)
Number of rows along semispan(Ns).- The number of chordwise rows Ns needed
on a semispan is studied in three dimensions by using a low-aspect-ratio (2.50) trapezoidal
wing as an example planform. The local slopes and elevations along the chord are pre-
sented in figure 4. The fixed parameters are rectangular chord loading (a = 1.0), elliptic
span loading, CL, d = 0.35, Moo = 0.40, and N c = 20. The value of Ns is taken to be
either 10 or 20, with both uniform and cosine distributions employed over the semispan.
From the data of figure 4, little sensitivity is noted across the semispan to either the num-
ber or the distribution of chordwise rows used in the solutions. The one exception is at
= 0.95 with Ns = 20 and a cosine distribution, where a local elevation surface with
b/2
a larger reversal in the incidence near the tip occurs. The incidence reversal is so great
that it is suspect; better results could be obtained from a smooth fairing of the inboard
results to the tip.
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An effect of changing Ns is that there is little benefit to be gainedby using large
values of Ns, except for the expandednumber of local elevation curves tabulated in the
computeroutput. This lack of benefit is associatedwith prescribing the spanand chord
loadings in advancein the designproblem for the wing without dihedral, whereas they
must be determinedlocally in the analysis problem. Hence,less sensitivity in the results
is noted. For the examplewing, a value of Ns = 10 was found to be sufficient; however,
N s values of this magnitude may not be large enough for other planforms and Mach num-
bers. A second effect is that a cosine distribution across the span of chordwise rows
does not improve the solutions and can in fact lead to poorer ones because of an unrea-
sonable incidence distribution for spanwise locations too near the tip. Hence, a uniform
distribution of chordwise rows is recommended and utilized herein.
Precision of the solution for wings with dihedral.- It is useful to consider whether
the type of studies conducted for wings with no dihedral needs to be repeated for wings
with dihedral. Since the difference in technique is limited to the procedure for determin-
ing the spanwise scaling, the results of the N c study should be valid for both techniques.
Concerning the N s study, the spanwise scaling differences are restricted to the optimi-
zation part of the program where repaneling occurs. In either solution the set of answers
is evaluated or interpolated to the original paneling scheme for the computation of _/a_.
Hence, it is only necessary to determine whether there are enough discrete spanwise scal-
ing values to obtain a good approximation to the functional form of the solution. Thus, the
technique usually used only when dihedral is present was applied to the isolated flat wing
of figure 4, and the interpolated span loading results for both techniques are presented in
figure 5. The agreement is seen to be generally good except in the outer 10 percent of
semispan. In that region the functional form has the largest variation and is more diffi-
cult to represent discretely. However, the discrete solution did yield a constant value
of normal velocity across the span, which is the proper result. The ClC interpolated
results shown in figure 5 for wings without dihedral are a part of the original elliptical
curve. In addition, the difference in CD, v between the two techniques is 0.0008. Com-
paring CD, V with CL2/_AR shows that the difference due to the technique employed is
g
-0.0003 for wings without dihedral and 0.0005 for wings with dihedral. Also, the absolute
value of the maximum incidence angle difference was determined to be less than 4 ° at
98 percent semispan. At the next inboard station, 94 percent semispan, the absolute value
of the difference was reduced to less than 1 o. Hence, the error is highly localized and
could be accounted for by extrapolation of information inboard of the tip in the layout of a
model. Thus the sensitivity to N s is essentially the same as before. Consequently,
further calculations presented herein for wings with dihedral use values of N s based on
the initial sensitivity for wings without dihedral.
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Three-dimensional comparisons.- Two comparisons with available mean-camber-
surface solutions will be made. The comparisons are for a high-aspect-ratio sweptback
and tapered wing with a uniform area loading at CL, d = 1.0 and M_ = 0.90 and a lower
aspect-ratio trapezoidal wing with a = 1.0, spanwise elliptic loading at CL, d = 0.35, and
M_ = 0.40.
Figure 6 presents the predicted results from the present method for the sweptback
wing and compares these results with those from references 1 and 10. A comparison of
the three solutions indicates that they are all in generally good agreement with the excep-
tion of the results at i = 0.05. The surprising result is that the present method and
b/2
the modified Multhopp method (ref. 1) agree as well as they do at this span station because
of the known differences that exist between them near the plane of symmetry. The reason
for the larger disagreement between the present method and that of reference 10 near
--_ = 0 is not clear, but this disagreement may be caused by the different Nc values
b/2
utilized by the two methods. Reference 10 effectively uses an infinite number since over
each infinitesimal span strip across the wing the method locates a single quadrilateral
vortex around the periphery of the enclosed area. This vortex extends from the leading
edge to the trailing edge and includes segments of the edges as well. For a uniform area
loading, the trailing leg parts of the quadrilateral vortices cancel with adjacent spanwise
ones all across the wing. This leaves only the edge segments to contribute to the induced
flow field. The present method utilizes a numerical rather than a graphical solution in
order to provide a general capability; hence, N c values are limited as discussed pre-
viously. Also, vortices are not placed around the leading and trailing edges in the pres-
ent method.
A comparison of the present design method with that of reference 1 is shown in fig-
ure 7. The wing and loadings are the same as those used in figure 4. The local slopes
and elevations determined by the two methods are in reasonably close agreement at the
three spanwise locations detailed; however, an oscillatory trend is evident in the local
slopes obtained from the method of reference 1 (fig. 7(a)). These oscillations apparently
originate in the truncated sine series used in reference 1 to represent a uniform chord-
wise distribution. Integration of the local slopes to obtain local elevations tends to sup-
press the oscillations (fig. 7(b)); however, the local pressures depend upon the slope
rather than the elevation. Consequently, the measured chordwise pressure distribution
will demonstrate the same oscillatory character. A model built according to the design
of reference 1 was tested (ref. 11), and the measured pressure distributions for a typical
spanwise location (fig. 7(c)) indicate that indeed the oscillations are present. Presumably,
similar measurements on a model designed by the present method would not behave in this
manner since the input loadings are truly linear.
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Force tests (ref. 12)of an essentially identical model indicate that the measured
drag polar was tangentto CD = CD, o + ___L.L_;that is, the vortex drag was indeed a mini-
mum at the design C L (or 100 percent leading-edge suction was obtained). It is pre-
sumed from the small differences in local slope between the present method and the
method of reference 1 that a similar result would be obtained for a design by the present
method.
Application to a Wing-Canard Combination
The present method has been demonstrated by optimizing a wing-canard combination
(fig. 8). The effects of varying the vertical separation and the moment trim point on the
resulting drag, span loading, and mean camber surfaces are also illustrated. All surfaces
are designed for CL, d=0.2, a c =0.6, aw=0.8, and M_=0.30 and have C m =0
about the moment trim point. Figure 8 shows that for all vertical separations, moving the
moment trim point forward increases the vortex drag over some range, and furthermore,
increasing the out-of-plane vertical separation reduces the vortex drag. Of course, not
all moment trim points utilized will produce a stable configuration. These variations
illustrate the importance of balancing the lift between the two lifting surfaces so that for
some reasonable moment trim point and vertical separation, the vortex drag will be at
a minimum. The minimum point on each vortex drag curve occurs with the pitching-
moment constraint not affecting the extremization.
The idea of lift balancing is an interesting one and is explored further for a moment
trim point corresponding to A...____= 0.1. Figure 9 shows the individual and total span load-
b/2
_c
ings for the wing-canard configuration at _ = 0 for various values of a c and a w.
b/2
From these figures there are three important observations to be made: (1) The individual
span loadings change in the anticipated direction with the changing chord loadings in order
to meet the same C L and Cm constraints; (2) the total span loading does not change;
(3) consequently, the vortex drag of the configuration is constant, as would be anticipated
from Munk's stagger theorem.
Figure 10 presents the individual span loadings with increasing vertical separation
< 0 above the wing plan with a e = 0.6 and aw = 0.8. There are three observa-
tions which canbe made from these results for increasing vertical separation: (1) The
individual span loadings tend to become more elliptical; (2) consequently, the vortex drag
decreases; (3) the individual lift contributions show only a little sensitivity to separation
distance once the canard is above the wing, when compared with the coplanar results.
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Figure 11 showsthe effect of movingthe momentreference point on the spanwise
_cdistribution of wing andcanard incidence angle for - 0.169. The general result
5/2
showsthat moving the moment reference point aft reducesthe amountof incidence-angle
nonuniformity required oneachplanform. This reduction is attributed to the changein
loading on the canard required to meet the pitching-moment constraint.
Figure 12 showsthe effect of varying the vertical separation on the spanwisedis-
tribution of wing andcanard incidence angles for A_____= 0.1. As expected, with increas-
b/2
ing vertical separation the incidence requirements on each planform are generally reduced
_c
and should tend to the free-air result as _ - -_. Note that for
b/2
required to have severe incidence gradients near the canard tip at
_C
= 0, the wing is
b/2
i = 0.673. This
b/2
unrealistic result occurs because the canard tip vortex intersects the wing, thereby induc-
ing a strong downwash field inboard and a strong upwash field outboard. These large inci-
dence gradients indicate that large out-of-plane displacements are called for in this solu-
tion. The preceding results are, however, academic and occur as a result of the planar
wake assumption and do not account for any real-wing effects or canard-wake rollup.
_c
Two additional canard positions were examined: one at _ = -0.0845 and the
b/2
_c
other at _ = 0 with 20 ° of dihedral. In each position, as could be expected, the large
b/2
changes in incidence on the wing, which occur near the canard tip sDanwise location, are
_c
significantly reduced and approach those of the other _ solutions. This helps to con-
b/2
_c
firm that the earlier solution for _ = 0 is special, and the large incidence gradients
b/2
noted can be avoided by providing the canard with a small effective displacement relative
_c
to the wing. Additional details of the solution with ,x_.___= 0.1 and _ = 0.0 are given
5/2 b/2
in appendix D in sample case 2.
Figure 13 presents selected local elevations for the wing and canard designed in the
_c
presence of one another and alone at A___ = 0.I and _ = -0.676. For the wing the pri-
b/2 b/2
mary effect of adding the canard is to increase the incidence angle of the wing to compen-
sate for the canard downwash field. For the canard there is only a small effect of being
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designedin the presence of the wing - a reduction (or increase) in the incidence required
whenthewing inducedfield is upwash(or downwash). Whenthe surfaces were designed
alone, the same individual CL as obtainedin the combination designwasused, andthe
chord loadfraction (ac or aw)was retained. Thus, the only loading variable between
g
the two sets was the span loading, which was kept elliptical for the planform alone designs.
Application to Tandem Wing Design
This design method has been employed in the determination of the local elevation
surfaces for a tandem wing. Figure 14 shows a sketch of a tandem wing configuration
and selected results taken from the wind-tunnel tests made with a model based on this
design at a Mach number of 0.30 (ref. 13). At CL, d = 0.35 the vortex drag increment
is correctly estimated. The measured C m is slightly positive (0.02). Reference 13
states that a part of the Cm error (Cm should be zero) is a result of a difference in
/
the fuselage length between the designed and constructed model.
Design of a Wing-Winglet Configuration
Figure 15 presents a wing-winglet combination of interest along with pertinent
aerodynamic characteristics and local elevations obtained from the present method. For
comparison these same items are calculated with a program modification that adds a root-
bending-moment constraint to produce the same moment that would be obtained on the orig-
inal wing extending to the plane of symmetry but without its basic wingtip. The assumed
span loading is elliptical. (See appendix F for a discussion of the root-bending-moment
constraint.) The force and moment coefficients are based on the wing outside of a repre-
sentative fuselage and without the basic wingtip.
The results of this comparison are as follows: (1) The root-bending-moment con-
straint increases the vortex drag slightly because of the changes in the ClC distribution
required; (2) the differences in local elevations are confined primarily to the outer 50 per-
cent semispan and are mainly due to the differences in the incidence angles; (3) significant
amounts of incidence are required in the winglet region with or without the root-bending-
moment constraint.
Additional details of the solution without the root-bending-moment constraint are
provided in appendix D in sample case 1.
The local elevation surfaces for a wing having both an upper and lower winglet can
also be designed with this program when the two-planform option is employed. However,




A new subsonicmethodhas beendevelopedbywhich the mean camber (local eleva-
tion) surface canbe determined for trimmed noncoplanarplanforms with minimum vortex
drag. This method employs a vortex lattice andovercomesprevious difficulties with
chord loading specification. This methoddesignsconfigurations to havetheir local mid-
surface elevations determined to yield the spanloadfor minimum vortex drag while
simultaneously controlling the pitching-moment or root-bending-moment constraint at
the design lift coefficient. This method canbeusedfor planforms which (1) are isolated,
(2) are in pairs, (3) include a winglet, or (4) employvariable sweep,but only at a speci-
fied sweepposition.
Results obtainedwith this methodare comparablewith those from other methods
for appropriate planforms. The versatility of the present methodhasbeendemonstrated
by application to (1) isolated wings, (2) wing-canard configurations, (3) a tandemwing, and







VORTEX-LATTICE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINATION OF
MEAN CAMBER SURFACE (LANGLEY COMPUTER PROGRAM A4062)
Basic Concepts and Limitations
The vortex-lattice method is used in this computer program to determine the
mean camber surfaces of planforms at subsonic speeds. This method assumes steady,
irrotational, inviscid, incompressible, attached flow. The effects of compressibility are
represented by application of the Prandtl-Glauert similarity rule to modify the planform
geometry. Potential flow theory in the form of the Biot-Savart law is used to represent
disturbances created in the flow field by the lift distribution of the planform. Those ver-
tical displacements which occur in the configuration as a result of either dihedral or non-
coplanar planforms are taken into account in the implementation of the Biot-Savart law.
However, local displacements above or below the chord line at any spanwise position are
ignored in the implementation.
The planform is divided into many elemental panels. Each panel is replaced by a
horseshoe vortex. This horseshoe vortex has a vortex filament across the quarter-chord
of the panel and two filaments streamwise, one on each side of the panel starting at the
quarter-chord and trailing downstream in the free-stream direction to infinity. Figure 1
shows a typical horseshoe-vortex representation of a planform.
The lifting-surface planform is represented for the computer program by a series
of up to 24 straight segments which are positioned counterclockwise around the perimeter
of the left half of the planform. Lateral symmetry is presumed. The lines start on the
leading edge at the most inboard y-location, go along the leading edge to the left tip of the
planform, return along the trailing edge, and end on the trailing edge of the most inboard
y-location. The preciseness of the x and y Cartesian coordinates and dihedral angles,
given as input data, determines the accuracy of the planform representation. It is recom-
mended that the planform coordinates listed in the second group of geometry output data
given in appendix C be plotted and examined after each computation to verify the accuracy
of the planform representation. This check should be made before using the aerodynamic
or local elevation output data.
There are a number of restrictions and limitations in the application of this com-
puter program. These limitations are discussed in detail in the program description and
are noted with the appropriate input variables in appendix B. For the convenience of the
program user, a complete list of restrictions and limitations is presented here.
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The restrictions in the first group apply to all planforms and are as follows:
(1) A maximum of two planforms may be specified. For examples, seesample
case 1 for oneplanform and sample case2 for two planforms.
(2) A maximum of 24 straight-line segmentsmay be usedto define the left half of a
planform. The lateral separation of the endsof theselines canbe critical whenthe horse-
shoevortices are laid out by the computer program. For details of the manner in which
the program handlesthe lateral separation, see Part I, Sections2 and 3 under "Program
Description."
(3) The maximum number of horseshoevortices on the left side of the configuration
plane of symmetry is 400. Whentwo planforms are specified, the sumtotal of the vor-
tices in both is limited to 400. Within this limit, the number of horsehsoevortices in any
chordwise row may vary from 1 to 20 andthe total number of chordwise rows may vary
from 1 to 50. For examples, see the sample casesin appendixD.
The limitations that apply only to variable-sweep planforms are as follows:
(1) There shouldalways be a fixed-sweep panelbetweenthe root chord andthe outboard
variable-sweep panel; (2) the pivot cannotbe cantedfrom the vertical; (3) no provisions
havebeenmadefor handlingdihedral in the geometrycalculations for the variable-sweep
panelor at the intersection of this panel with the fixed position of the wing. Restrictions
on allowed values or codesfor individual items of input dataare described in appendixB.
The calculations presentedherein were madewith a computer which used approxi-
mately 15decimal digits. For other computers with fewer significant digits, it may be
necessary to use doubleprecision for some of the calculations. In addition, it maybe
necessary to changesomeof the tolerances used in the program. These tolerances are
given in the program listing.
Program Description
This FORTRANprogram is usedto computethe local elevation shapesof multiple
lifting planforms and is divided into three parts. Part I contains the geometric calcula-
tions, Part II contains the circulation term calculations, and Part III contains the final
output terms and answer listings. These three parts describe the three types of compu-
tations performed in the FORTRANcomputer program. The input data are described in
detail in appendixB, andthe output dataare described in detail in appendixC. Two sam-
ple cases are given to illustrate the use of the program. Listings of the input data and
computedresults for these sample casesare givenin appendixD, and the FORTRANcom-
puter program is given in appendixE.
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Part I - Geometry Computation
The first part of the program is used to compute the geometric arrangement
required to represent the planform by a system of horseshoe vortices and is divided into
three sections. In Section I, a description of the planform (group one of the input data in
appendix B) is read into the computer. In Section 2, configuration details (group two of
the input data) are read into the computer. In Section 3, the horseshoe vortex lattice is
laid out. When two planforms are used to describe a wing-body-tail configuration, each
of these sections is repeated for the second planform. At the beginning of the geometry
computation, a data card is read which describes the number of planforms (either I or 2),
the number of configurations for which values are to be computed, and the reference val-
ues for chord and area.
Section I - Reference Planform:
The planform is described by a series of straight lines which are projected onto the
X-Y plane from the deflected planform as shown in figure 1 for a double-delta type plan-
form. The primary geometric data are the locations of the intersections of the perim-
eter lines, the dihedral angles, and an indication as to whether the lines are on a fixed or
movable panel. (See ref. 4 for an example.) The pivot location is also required for a
variable-sweep planform. These data are described in group one of the input data (appen-
dix B). For variable-sweep wings, the planform used for input should be the configuration
with the movable panel in a position where the maximum number of lines required to form
its perimeter is exposed.
Section 2 - Configuration Computations:
The particular configuration for which the local elevation surface is sought is
described by group two input data which are read in this section. These data include the
following quantities: an appropriate configuration number, the number of horseshoe vor-
tices chordwise, the nominal number of chordwise rows of vortices spanwise, the Mach
number, the particular liftcoefficient at which the local elevation surface is desired, and
the sweep angle of the outboard panel for variable-sweep wings.
The number of horseshoe vortices used in each chordwise row (SCW) must be con-
stant across the span. Simply indicate the number on the configuration card and this
value will be used on each planform of the group one input. For all but the most simple
planforms, the program adds some extra rows of horseshoe vortices. (This is discussed
in Section 3.) As a result, the number of chordwise rows actually laid out (SSW) is usually
greater than the nominal number of rows (VIC), and ittakes one complete run through the
program to determine the exact number and location of the rows. If variations in the
basic wing planform are desired for additional computer cases, the entire computer pro-
gram must be rerun with all geometry data and the appropriate changes in any of the
aforementioned variables in the group two input data.
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For a variable-sweep planform, the angle which describes the sweep should be on
the leading edge of the movable panel adjacent to the fixed portion. The intersection
points and sweep for the planform in the desired position are then computed. For a fixed
planform, the sweep-angle specification is not required because the program will use the
unaltered basic planform. The planform breakpoints are checked to see whether the
spacing between any consecutive pair in the spanwise direction is less than b/2 . If this
2000
occurs, the points are adjusted to coincide with each other. The adjustment is necessary
to avoid a poorly conditioned matrix which could result in biased results for the Oz/0_
terms. Although this adjustment is usually adequate for planforms with no dihedral, it
may not be sufficient for a particular configuration with dihedral or for use of this pro-
gram in computers which have fewer than 15 significant decimal digits. This problem is
discussed in detail in Section 3.
When two planforms are specified, the program compares the spanwise location of
the breakpoints on both planforms inboard of the tip of the plargorm with the shorter semi-
span. If all the breakpoints coincide spanwise, no action is taken. However, if one plan-
form has a breakpoint which does not occur on the other planform, an additional breakpoint
is added to the other planform on its leading edge. This is done to force all trailing legs
from the horseshoe vortices to occur at the same spanwise location, which keeps a trail-
ing leg from one planform from passing too close to a slope point on the other planform
and prevents unrealistic induced velocities at that slope point.
The program determines the planform area and span projected to the X-Y plane and
uses these values to compute the average chord. Planforms which have a constant angle
of dihedral from the root chord to the tip chord have an average chord which is indepen-
dent of dihedral angle. However, wings with more than one dihedral angle have an aver-
age chord which is dependent on the individual dihedral angles.
Section 3 - Horseshoe Vortex Lattice:
In this section, the procedure by which the horseshoe vortex lattice is laid out is
described. The planform is divided chordwise and spanwise along the surface into trap-
ezoidally shaped elemental panels; one horseshoe vortex is assigned to represent each
panel. The horseshoe vortices are the same as those described in reference 4 and one
is sketched in figure 2 for a typical panel. The horseshoe vortex is composed of three
vortex lines: a bound vortex which is swept to coincide with the elemental-panel quarter-
chord sweep angle in the plane of the wing and two trailing vortices which extend chord-
wise parallel to the free stream to infinity behind the wing. Figure 1 shows a typical
chordwise row of horseshoe vortices on an arbitrary planform. The nominal width of
these horseshoe vortices is the total semispan in the plane of the wing divided by the
variable VIC. (See appendix B.)
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The procedure for laying out the elemental panels and, consequently, the horseshoe
vortices is to begin at the left leading-edge tip with a chordwise row of horseshoe vortices
and then to proceed inboard toward the most inboard y-location of the wing. The actual
spanwise locations of the chordwise rows of horseshoe vortices are adjusted so that there
is always a trailing vortex filament at points where there are intersections of perimeter
lines or breakpoints on the planform. This adjustment may cause the horseshoe vortex
width to be narrower or wider than the nominal width. When a horseshoe vortex has one
trailing vortex filament which coincides with a breakpoint, the width of the horseshoe vor-
tex may vary from 0.5 to 1.5 times the nominal width. When both trailing legs coincide
with breakpoints, the width may vary from a maximum of 1.5 times the nominal width to
a minimum width of b/2
2000' as described previously in Section 2. The number of chord-
wise rows actually laid out is given by the variable SSW.
In the chordwise direction, the horseshoe vortices are distributed uniformly and the
number of vortices is given by the variable SCW. The maximum number of horseshoe
vortices in the chordwise direction is 20, and in the spanwise direction the maximum total
number of chordwise rows is 50 on a semispan. However, the total number of horseshoe
vortices (the product of SCW and SSW) permitted by the program is 400 on the left half of
a configuration. The exact number generated by the program depends on the value of VIC
and SCW and on the details of the planform. As many as one additional chordwise row of
horseshoe vortices may be generated by the program at each breakpoint outboard of the
root. Wings with dihedral must always have at least two horseshoe vortices chordwise;
wings without dihedral may have only one.
The Prandtl-Glauert correction factor is applied to the _-coordinates and the tan-
gents of the sweep angle of the horseshoe vortices at this point to account for compress-
ibility effects.
Part II - Vortex Strength Computation
The vortex lattice laid out in Part I is not employed to determine the vortex
strengths, but instead is utilized to find the local elevation shapes (Part III) because of
the smaller computer resource requirements. (See the section "Lift, Pitching-Moment,
and Drag Contributions" for additional discussion.) The solution for the vortex strengths
is accomplished in the Trefftz plane by using the one or two lifting lines which may be
bent. These lines are "divided into equal segments, with 50 divisions per planform semi-
span used for the planform with the larger true length. In case of two planforms of
unequal length, the number of equal segments assigned to the shorter lifting line is pro-
portional to the length ratio of the two planforms. These segments are laid out from in-
board to outboard on the lifting lines. For the shorter lifting line, a small portion near
the tip may not be included but will always be less than 2 percent of the larger semispan
true length because of the use of whole equal segments.
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After the optimization is performed, in which the spanwise scaling factors are
determined based on a Trefftz plane solution, these scaling factors are interpolated back
to the original spanwise paneling layout for the vortex lattice. It is these results which
provide the multipliers for the chordwise shapes. They lead to the computation of the
span loadings, CL, and C m developed for each planform. The circulations are listed
and then employed in Part III.
Part HI - Local Elevation Shape Computation
The vortex strengths determined in Part II and the influence coefficient matrix
based on the original paneling (see fig. 1) are used in this part of the program to com-
pute the local slope at the midspan three-quarter-chord location of each elemental panel
(called the slope point in fig. 2) by employing equation (1). By using cubic splines to
interpolate between the local slopes, the local elevation shape at each spanwise location
is determined by equation (28). Outside the range of slope points a constant extrapolation
procedure is used to determine the integrand of equation (28). (See the section "Preci-





The input data required for the reference planform are described in the order that
they are called for by the computer program. All coordinates and sweeps should be given
for the left half of the wing planform. The axis system used is given in figure 1 and any
consistent set of units is acceptable. (The output will be in terms of the input units.)
The X-axis coincides with the plane of symmetry and is positive pointing into the wind;
the Y-axis is positive pointing along the right wing. The origin of the axis system may
lie anywhere along the plane of symmetry and determines the trim point for the two-
planform solution. All the cards use a format of 8F10.6 for group one data.
Data on the first card are for the four named variables and are to be supplied in the
following order:
PLAN number of planforms for the configuration; use 1 or 2; this sets the
maximum number for the IT variable used subsequently
TOTAL use 1 for this field
CREF reference chord of the configuration; this chord is used only to nondi-
mensionalize the pitching-moment terms and must be greater than
zero
SRE F reference area of the configuration; this area is used only to nondimen-
sionalize the lift, drag, pitching moment, and root bending moment
and must be greater than zero
The data required to define each planform are then provided by a set of cards. The
initial card in this set is composed of the following data:
AAN(IT) number of line segments used to define left half of a wing planform
(does not include root chord); a maximum of 24 line segments may
be used
XS(IT) _-location of the pivot; use 0 on a fixed wing; the axis system used is




y-location of the pivot; use 0 on a fixed wing
RTCDHT(IT) vertical distance of particular planform being read in with respect to
the wing-root-chord height; use 0 for a wing
The rest of this set of data requires one card for each line segment used to define
the basic planform (variable AAN(IT)). M1 data described below are required on all
except the last card of this set; the last card uses only the first two variables in the fol-
lowing list:
XREG(I,IT) x-location of ith breakpoint; the first breakpoint is located at the inter-
section of the left wing leading edge with the root chord; the break-
points are numbered in increasing order for each intersection of
lines in a counterclockwise direction
YREG(I,IT) y-location of ithbreakpoint
DIH(I,IT) dihedral angle (degrees) in Y-Z plane of line from breakpoint i to
i + 1, positive upward; along a streamwise line, the dihedral angle is
not defined; use 0 for these lines; the dihedral angle will have the
same sign and magnitude along the leading and trailing edges of a
planform over the same spanwise extent
AMCD move code; this number indicates whether the line segment is on the
movable panel of a variable-sweep wing; use 1 for a line which is
fixed or 2 for a line which is movable
Group Two
Tyro sections of data form the group two data. The first section is a single card
which describes the details of the particular configuration for which the mean camber
surface is desired: This card requires a format of 5F5.!, 2F10.4. The second section
is used to supply the fractional chordwise locations where the chord load changes from
a constant value to a linearly varying value toward zero. This card uses a format of
8F10.4.
Section one data are to be supplied in the following order:




number of chordwise horseshoe vortices to be used to represent the
wing; a maximum value of 20 may be used; do not set to zero
VIC nominal number of spanwise rows at which chordwise horseshoe vorti-
ces will be located; the variable VIC must not cause more than 50
chordwise rows of vortices to be used by the program to describe
the left half of the configuration; in addition, the product of SSW and
SCW cannot exceed 400; the use of the variable VIC is discussed in
detail in Part I, Section 3 of appendix A
MACH Mach number; use a value other than 0 only if the Prandtl-Glauert com-
t \
pressibility correction factor (_ = tl - Moo 2) is to be applied; it
should be less than the criticaI Mach number
CLDES design lift coefficient for lifting system
SA(1) variable sweep angle of the first planform; specify leading-edge sweep
angle (degrees) for the first movable line adjacent to the fixed portion
of the planform; for a fixed planform this quantity may be omitted
SA(2) variable sweep angle for the second planform
Section two data consist of two quantities:
XCFW fractional chord location where the chord load changes from a constant
value to a linearly varying value toward zero at the trailing edge of
the first planform; this is the same as the symbol a used in the
body of the paper
XCFT fractional chord location where the chord load changes from a constant
value to a linearly varying value toward zero at the trailing edge of
the second planform; this is the same as the symbol a used in the
body of the paper; if only one planform is present, the variable XCFT
should be omitted from the input data
Guidelines for Program Use
The following guidelines for the use of this program have been developed from iso-
lated wing studies using the solution technique for configurations without dihedral:
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(1) More than 10 and perhaps as many as 20 horseshoe vortices are needed along a
chord to assure a good solution for the mean camber surface.
(2) At least 10 chordwise rows of horseshoe vortices should be used along a semi-
span. More chordwise rows can be used to save interpolating time, although they will not
necessarily yield a better solution.





The printed results of this computer program appear in three sections: geometry
data, aerodynamic data, and local elevation data.
Geometric and Aerodynamic Data
The geometry data are described in the order that they are found on the printout.
The first group of data describes the basic planform, stating the numbers of lines used
to describe the planform, the root-chord height, and the pivot position and then listing
the breakpoints, sweep and dihedral angles, and move codes. These data are a listing
of the input data except for the sweep angle, which is computed from the input data.
The second group of data describes the particular planform for which the local
elevation data are being computed. Included are the configuration number, the sweep
position, a listing of the breakpoints of the wing planform in terms of (x,y,z), the sweep
and dihedral angles, and the move codes. These data are listed primarily for variable-
sweep wings to provide a definition of the planform where the outer panel sweep is dif-
ferent from that of the reference planform.
The spanwise scale factors and the term
Normal induced velocity
(Free-stream velocity)[cos (local dihedral angle)]
are listed between the second and third groups of data if the configuration has dihedral.
The third group of data presents a detailed description of the horseshoe vortices
used to represent the planform. These data are listed in eight columns, with each line
describing one elemental _anel of the wing. The following items of data are presented
for each elemental panel:
X C/4
_-location of quarter-chord at horseshoe vortex midspan
X 3C/4 9,-location of three-quarter-chord at horseshoe vortex
midspan; this is the _-location of the slope point
Y y-location of horseshoe vortex midspan
Z




C/4 SWEEPANGLE sweepangleof quarter-chord
_HEDRALANGLE dihedral angleof elementalpanel
GAMMA/U AT CLDES= F/U distributionatthe design C L
The fourth group of data presents the following geometric data:
REF. CHORD
C AVERAGE
reference chord of wing
average chord (true planform area divided by true span)
TRUE AREA true area computed from planform listed in second group
of geometry data
REF. AREA reference area
B/2 largest true semispan of the planforms listed in second
group of geometry data
REF. AR reference aspect ratio computed from reference planform
area and true span
TRUE AR true aspect ratio computed from true planform area and
true span
MACH NUMBER Mach number





CL,d, design C L














AP PE NDIX C
total C m actually developed from the interpolated span-
wise scaling results
CD, v, vortex drag coefficient based on the far-field solu-
tion at CL, d
Local Elevation Data
This section contains the local elevation solutions along the semispan of up to two
An explanation of the variables listed is as follows:
.V, Dhysical spanwise location
_-_ fraction physical spanwise location based on semi-
span of larger planform
physical chord at ._
a_/a:_, slope of local elevation curves along the chord
fractional chordwise distance measured from the leading
edge, positive aft
_/c, local elevation normalized by the chord measured






Input data, sketches, andoutput data for two samplecases are presented in the fol-
lowing order:
Samplecase Configuration Item Page












Using the same solution technique leads to the central processing time for a config-
uration generally increasing as the square of the increase in the number of horseshoe
vortices used to represent the left half of the planform. Some typical times for the

















Input Data and Sketch for Sample Case 1




I. I. I_.I_5 1762.272
8, 0. 0. 0.
26.68 -0. 6. I.
-20.52 -60o 77.5 l°
-22,82 -60.65 77.5 l,
-29.06 -61.861 0, I.
-30,_8 -61.861 77.5 I.
-27,72 -6_.65 77.5 I.
-27.5_ -_0.0 6. 1.
-12.12 -24. 6. 1.
-7,92 -0.
GROHP TWO DATA
I00. 20. la, 0.Q 0.5
1.0
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Input Data and Sketch for Sample Case 2
C O L U M N N U M 8 E R S F O R I N P U T D A T A
0000000001 I 11 l 11 l 112222222227_333333333344L*44_4,U.K,_,5555555555666506bb_517777777778
12345678901234567890123450789012345678Q01234567890123K.5678901234567_901 _-3_*_67890
GROUP O_E DATA
2,0 1,0 9,18 160,0
3,0 Oo O, O,
lW.b? O. O, I,
5,73 -6.73 O, I.
_,29 -6.13 O. I,
5,77 O,
3.0 O. O. O.
5.29 O. O. I.
-W.45 -I0. O. I.
-6.61 -10, O, 1.
-8,12 O.
GROUP TWO DATA
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This program was written in FORTRAN IV language, version 2.3 for the Control
Data Corporation series 6000 computer system with SCOPE 3.0 operating system and
library tape. Minor modifications may be required prior to use on other computers.
The program is written using UPDATE and PROGRAM stepping. These features allow
the program storage requirements to vary from 510008 to ll20008 words, depending on
the matrix conditioning and the solution technique for the aerodynamic characteristics.
The solution technique for configurations without dihedral uses PROGRAM CIRCULI and
510008 words; the solution technique for configurations with dihedral uses PROGRAM
CIRCUL2 and 630008 words for a well-conditioned matrix and uses PROGRAM CIRCUL3
and 1120008 words for an ill-conditioned matrix. The selection takes place automatically
and is dependent on the geometry of the configuration and the vortex-lattice layout.
This computer program consists of four basic PROGRAM steps, three OVERLAYS
and seven SUBROUTINES. Each PROGRAM, OVERLAY, and SUBROUTINE is identified
in columns 73 to 75 by a three-letter abbreviation. In addition, each of these parts is
sequenced with a three-digit number in columns 77 to 79. The following table is an index





























































































DIMENSION XREF(25), YREF(25), SAR(25), A(25), RSAR(25), X(2S), Y(2GEO












PART ONE - GEOMETRy COMPUTATIO_








IF (TOTAL.GT.O.) GO TO 7
SET PLAN EQUAL TO ]. FOR A WING ALONE COMPuTAION - EVEN FOP A
VARIABLE SWEEP WING
SET PLAN EQUAL TO ?. FOR A WING - TAIL COM_INATION
SET TOTAL EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF SETS




SET AAN(IT) EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM _UMHER OF CURVES REQUIRED TO
DEFINE THE PLANFOR_ PERIMETER OF THE (IT) PLANFORM.
SET RTCD_T(IT) EQUAL TO THE ROOT CHORD HEIGHT OF THE LIFTING
SURFACE (IT),WHOSE PERIMETER POINTS ARE BEING READ I_, WITH








IF (IPLA_.EQ.2.AND.IT.EO.I) oRTCDN=IOH FIRST





























































































































WRITE (6,97) PRTCON,N,RTCDHT(ITI,XS(IT),YS(IT) GEO bl
W_ITE (6,|091 GEO 62
DO 5 I=l,Nl GEO 63
READ (5,98) XREG(I,ITI,YREG(I,IT),DIH(I,IT),AMCD GEO 64
MCD(I,IT)=A_CD GEO 65
IF (I.EO.I) GO TO 5 GEO b6
IF (MAK._E.O.OR.MCD(I-I,IT).NE.21 GO T9 2 GEO 67
MAK:I-I GEO 68
IF (ASS(YREG(I-I,IT)-YREG(I,IT)).LT.YTDL) GO TO 3 GEO b9
AREG(I-I,IT)=(XREb(I-I,ITI-XREG(I,IT))/(YREG(I-I,ITI-YREG(I,ITI) GEO 70
ASWP:ATA_(AREG(I-I,IT))*RAD GEO 71






WRITE PLANFORM PERIMETER POINTS AND ANGLES GEO 78
.... GEO 79




WRITE (6,1061 NI,XREG(NI,IT),Y_EG(NI,IT) GEO 84
CONTINUE GEO 85
GEO H6
PART l - SECTION 2 GEO _7
READ GROUP 2 DATA AND COMPUTE DESIRED wING POSITION GEO 88
GE0 89
GE0 90
SET SA(|),SA(2) EQJAL TO THE SWEEP ANGLE,IN DEGREES, FOR THE FIRSTGEO 91
CURVE(S) THAT CAN CHANGE SWEEP FOR EACH PLANFURM GEO 92
GEO 93
READ(5,1051 CONFIG,SCW,VIC,MACH,CLOES,SA(1),SA(21 GEO 94
GEO 95
WRITE (6,99) CONFIG GEO 96
IF(ENOFILE 51 g3,8 GEO 97
IF (PTEST.NE.O..AND.OTEST.NE.O.I GO TO 95 GEO 98
IF (SCW.EQ.O.) GO TO I0 GEO 99
DO 9 I=l,50 GEO I00
TBLSCW(1)=SCW GEO lO1
GO TO II GEO 102
READ (5,98) STA GEO I03
NSTA:STA GEO 104
READ (5,981 (TBLSCW(1),TBLSCW(I*I),TBLSCW(Io2),TSLSCW(I*3),TBLSCW(GEO I05
IIo4),TBLSCW(I*5),TBLSCW(I*6),TSLSCW(I*7),I=I,_STA,8) GEO I06
DO 37 IT=I,IPLaN GEO I07
N=AAN(IT) GEO I08
Nl=N*l GEO I09





































IF (ABS(SB-RSA_(K)).GT.(.I/RAD)} GO TO II
REFERENCE PLANFORM COORDINATES ARE STORED UNCHANGED FOR WINGS












CHANGES IN WING SWEEP ARE MADE HERE



























































SWEEP THE 8REAKPOINTS ON THE VARIABLE SWEEP PANEL
(IT ALSO KEEPS SWEEP ANGLES IN FIRST OR FOURTH OIJADRANTS)
K=K÷I
SAR(K-I):SAI*RSAR(<-I}
IF (SAR(K-I).LE.PIT) GO TO 23
SAR(K-I)=SAR(K-I)-3.1415927
GO TO 22
IF (SAR(K-I).GE.(-PIT)) 60 TO 24
SAR(K-I)=SAR(K-1)*3.I415927
GO TO 23






























































DETERMINE THE TRAILING EDGE INTERSECTION
BETWEEN FIXED AWO VARIABLE SWEEP WING SECTIONS




































IF (YY(JP,IT).EO.YY(I,ITT)) GO T9 42
CONTINUE
DO 39 JP=I,NIT
IF (YY(JP,IT).LT.YY(I,ITT)) GO TO 40
CONTINUE
GO TO _2

























































































































































































SELECT MAXIMUM B/2 AS THE WING SE"ISPA_. IF HOTH FIRST AND
SECOND PLANFOR_S HAVE SAME SEMISPAN THEN THE SECOND PLANFORM









IF (I.EQ.O) GO TO 51




















































































TLGTH: ( YY ( I SAVE* 1 ,'KBOT ) -YY ( I * 1 ,KBOT) )/CTWD
TSPAN=TSPAN*TLGTH












IF (IA.EQ.O) GO TO 55
















IF (AA.EQ.O..OQ.AA.GT.ABS(TSPAN/2000.)) GO TO 59
IF (AA.GT.YTOL) WRITE (6,111) SPY(J.I,IT),SPY(J, IT)
O0 58 I:I,NI





































































































WRITE (6,100} GEO 362
DO 65 IT=I,IPLAN GEO 363
N=AN(IT) GEO 364
NI=N*I GEO 365
IF (IT.EQ.2) WRITE (6,110) GEO 366
DO 66 KK=I,N GEO 361
TOUT=ATAN(TTWD(KK,IT))_RAD GEO 368
AOUT=ATAN(AS(KK,IT))_RAD GEO 369
IF (AS(KK,IT).EQ.AZY) AOUT=gO. GEO 370
WRITE (6,101) KK,XX(KK,IT),YY(KK,IT),ZZ(KK,IT},AOUT,TOUT,MMCD(KK,IGEO 371
IT) GEO 312
CONTINUE GEO 3/3
WRITE (6,101) NI,XX(NI,IT),YY(NI,IT),ZZ(NI,IT) GEO 37W
CONTINUE GEO 375
GEO 37b










DETERMINE SPANWISE BORDERS OF HORSESHOE VORTICES GEO 387
IXL=IXT=O GEO 388
I:I*I GEO 389
IF (YIN.GE.(SPY(J,IT)÷VSTOL)) SO TO 67 GEO 390
BORDER IS WITHIN V3RTEX SPACING TOLERANCE (VSTOL) OF BREAKPOINT GEO 3gl
THEREFORE USE THE NEXT BREAKPOINT INBOARD FOR THE BORDER GEO 392
VBORD(I)=YIN GEO 393
GO TO 70 GEO 3_6
USE NOMINAL VORTEX SPACING TO DETERMINE THE BORDER GEO 395
VBORD(I)=SPY(J,IT) GEO 396
COMPUTE SUBSCRIPTS ILE AND ITE TO INDICATE wHICH GEO 397
BREAKPOINTS ARE ADJACENT AND WHETHER THEY ARE ON THE WING LEADING GEO 398
EDGE OR THF TRAILING EDGE GEO 399
IF (J.GE.NI) GO TO 69 GEO 600









CPHI=COS(ATAN(TTWD(ILE, IT})) GEO 610
IPHI=ILE-IXL GEO 611
IF (J.GE.Nl) IPHI=I GEO _12
YIN=YIN-VI"COS(ATAN(TTWD(IPHI,IT))) GEO 613
IF (I.NE.I) GO TO 12 GEO 614
ILE=ILE-IXL GEO 415
ITE=ITE÷IXT GEO 616
GO TO 66 GEO 417




























































TEST TO OETEPMINE WHEN WING ROOT IS REACHED GEO 447













WRITE (6,114) M GEO _61
WRITE (6,115) (IT,WSV(IT),NSSWSV(IT),IT=I.IPLAN) GEO 462
IF (SCW.NE.O.) WRITE (6,112) SCW GEO _63
IF (SCW.EQ.O.) WRITE (6,113) (TBLSCW(1),I=I,NSTA) GEO _4
GEO 465
APPLY pRANOTL-GLAUERT CORRECTION GEO 466
GEO 467






O0 77 JSSW=ItNSSW GEO 4?4
CHORD(JSSW)=O. GEO 475
NSCW:TBLSCW(JSSW) GEO 476



















DO 78 IKY=I,NSSW GEO 483
PHISUM=PHISUM+PHI(IKY) GEO 484
CONTINUE GEO 485
IFLAG= 1 GEO 486
IF (IPLAN.EQ.I.AND.PHISUW.NE.O.) IFLAG=2 GEO 487
IF (IPLAN.EQ.2.AND.PHISUW.NE.O.) GO TO 79 GEO 488
GO TO 83 GEO 4S9





DO 80 IU=IA,I8 GEO 495
DO 80 IZ=IC,ID GEO 496




60 TO 83 GEO 501
IFLAG=3 GEO 502
CONTINUE GEO 503
READ (5,122) XCFW,XCFT GEO 504
IF (M.GT.400) GO TO 8b GEO 505
NSW=NSSWSV(I)÷NSSWSV(2) GEO S06
IF (NSW.GT.50) GO TO 85 GEO 507
ITSV=O GEO S08
DO 84 IT=I,IPLAN GEO 509
IF (AN(IT).LE.25.) GO TO 84 GEO 510
WRITE (6,118) IT,A_(IT) GEO 511
ITSV=I GEO 512
CONTINUE GEO 513
IF (ITSV.GT.O) GO TO 9l GEO 514
GO TO 87 GEO 515
WRITE (6,117) NSW GEO 516
GO TO 91 GEO 517
WRITE (6,116) _ GEO _18






END FILE 25 GEO 5_5
GO TO (88,89t90), IFLAG GEO 526
g8 WRITE (6,119) GEO _27
WRITE (50,123) GEO 528
GO TO 92 GEO 529
89 WRITE (b,120) GEO 5]0
WRITE (50,124) GEO 531
GO TO g2 GEO $32
gO WRITE (6,121) GEO 533
WRITE (50,125) GEO 554
GO TO 92 GEO 535
91 TOTAL=TOTAL-I. GEO 516
WRITE (50,126) GEO 537
9Z CONTINUE GEO 538













































2HX(S) =,FI2.5,SX,GHY(S) =,FI2.S//_GX,4OHBPEAK POINTS FOR THE REFERGEO
3ENCE PLANFORM I) GEO
98 FORMAT (BFIO.W) GEO
99 FORMAT (IHI//WIX,IIHCO_FIGURATION NO..F8.0/) GEO
100 FORMAT (22X,SHPOINT,6X,IHX,IIX,IHY,IIX,IHZ,IOX,5HSWEEP97X,BHDIHEDRGEO
iAL,4X,_H_OVE/68X,bHANGLF,BX,5HANGLE,GX,4HCODE/) GEO
I01 FORMAT (_OX,15,3FI2.5,2FI4.5,15) GEO
102 FORMAT (/40X,SHCURVE,13,OH IS SWEPT,FI2.5,20H DEGREES ON PLANFORM,GEO
IT3) GEO
103 FORMAT (IHI///41X,#3HEND OF FILE ENCOUNTERED AFTER CONFIGURATION,FGEO
17.0) GEO
lOW FORMAT (IHI///IBX,#SHTHE FIRST VARIABLE SWEEP CURVE SPECIFIED (K =GEO
I,I3,44H ) DOES NOT HAVE AN M CODE OF 2 FOR PLANFORW,14) GEO
FORMAT(5F5.1,2FIO.W) GEO
FORMAT (_GX,15,2FI2.5,2FIG.5,4X,14) GEO
FORMAT (IHI///IX,JBHERROR - PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS PTE_T =,F5.1,12GEO
IH AND QTEST =,F5.1) GEO
lOB FORMAT (//48X,35HHREAK POINTS FOR THIS CONFIGURATION//) GEO
I09 FORMAT (_BX,SHPOINT,GX,IHX,IIX,IHY,IIX,SHSWEEP,IOX,BHDIHEORAL,IX,_GE 0
IHMOVE/3_,3HREF,gX,3HREF,IOX,5HANGLE,IIX,5HANGLE,gX,4HCODE/) GEO
II0 FORMAT (I52X,28HSECOND PLANFORM BREAK POINTS/) GEO
Ill FORMAT (////25X,34HTHE BREAKPOINT LOCATED SPANWISE. AT,FII.S,3X,2OHGEO
IHAS BEEN ADJUSTED TO,FO.5////) GEO
I12 FORMAT (/W3X,FS.O,WIH HORSESHOE VORTICES IN EACH CHOROWISE ROW} GEO
I13 FORMAT (/23X.OBHTABLE OF HORSESHOE VORTICES IN EACH CHORDWISE ROW GEO
I(FROM TI p TO ROOT BEGINNING WITH FIRST PLANFORW)//25FS.O/25F5.0) GEO
IIW FORMAT (///33XI5,62H HORSESHOE VORTICES USED ON THE LEFT HALF OF TGEO
IHE CONFIGURATION//50X,36HPLANFORW TOTAL SPANWISE/) GEO
I15 FORMAT (_2X,14,1OX,13,11X,14) GEO
lib FORMAT (IHI//IOX,16,g3HHORSESHOE VORTICES LAIDOUI, THIS IS MORE THGEO
IAN THE 400 MAXIMUM. THIS CONFIGURATION IS ABORTED.)
III FORMAT (IHI//IOX,16,1OIH ROWS OF HORSESHOE VORTICES LAIDOUT. THIS
IIS MORE THAN THE 50 _AXIWUM. TXIS CONFIGURATION IS ABORTED.)
lib FORMAT (IHI//IOX,8HPLANFORM,16,4H HAS,16,IWH HPEAKPOINTS. THE WAXl










///20X,28HWINIMUW FIELD LENGTH = SlO00)
///20X,28HMINIMUW FIELD LENGTH = 63000)














































































































































































SUBROUTINE FTLUP (X,Y,M,N,VARI,VARD} TLU
***DOCUMENT DATE 09-12-69 SUBROUTINE REVISED 0/-07-69 *********TLU
MODIFICATION OF LIBRARY INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE FTLUP TLU
DIMENSION VARI(1), VARD(1), V(3), YY(2)
DIMENSION II(43)
INITIALIZE ALL INTERVAL POINTERS TO -I,0
DATA (ll(J},J=l,43)/43*-I/
MA=IABS(M)
ASSIGN INTERVAL POINTER FOR GIVEN VARI TABLE
THE SAME POINTER WILL BE USED ON A GIVEN VARI TABLE EVERY TIME
LI=MOD(LOCF(VARI(1)),43)*I
I=II(LI)
IF (I.GE.O) GO TO 6


















































IF (N.LE.I) GO TO 7




LOCATE I INTERVAL (X(I).LE.X.LT.X(I*I))
IF ((VARI(1)-X)*(VARI(I*I)-X)) ll,ll,9
IN GIVES DIRECTION FOR SEARCH OF INTERVALS
IN=SIGN(I.O,(VARI(I-I)-VARI(1))*(X-VARI(1)))
IF X OUTSIOE ENDPOINTS, EXTRAPOLATE FROM END INTERVAL
IF ((I.IN),LE.O) GO TO l!
IF ((I*IN).GE.N) GO TO II
I=I.IN
IF ((VARI(1)-X)*(VARI(I*I)-X)) ll,ll,lO


























60 TO 16 TLU 56
TLU 57
SECOND O_DER TLU 58
IF (N.EO;_) GO TO l TLU 59









IF (I.EQ.I) GO TO 13
PICK THIRD POINT
SK=VARI(I*I)-VARI(1)












FORMAT (IHI,50H TABLE BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP AT













































SUBROUTINE SIMEQ (A,N,B,W,DETEQM,IPIVOT,NMAX,ISCALE) SEO
C SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EOUATIONS $EQ




































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROGRAM CIRCULI DGI I
DIMENSION AO(2), SO(2), AI(2), Bl(2), CI(2), DI(2), ISUM(2), ISUMPOGI 2
I(2), ISUMP2(2), PPP(IO0), WN(2), YY(2), ZZH(50), ZHH(IO0), YB(50),DGI 3
2 Y(IO0), PPHI(SO), XTT(50), XTA(IO0), CHD(IO0), A(8,8), CD_AG(8), DG1
3IPIVOT(8), GAM(]O0,6), NMA(2), YQ(IO0), YOQ(50), YC(IOO)9 YA(IO0) DGI 5
COMMON /ALL/ BOT,M,BETA,_TEST,_TEST,TBLSCW(50),O(_OO),PN(WOO),PV(4DGI 6
IO0),S(_O0),PSI(4OO),PHI(50),ZH(50),NSSW OGl 7
COMMON /ONETHRE/ /WIST(2),CREF,SREF,CAVE,CLOES,STRUE,AR,ARTRUE,RTCDGI 8
IDHT(2),CONFIG,NSSWSV(2),MSV(2),KBOT,PLAN,I_LAN,MACH,SSWWA(50),XCFWDG| 9
2,XCFT,YREG(I,2) DGI lO
COMMON /TOTHRE/ CIR(400) DGl II
COMMON /CCRRDD/ CHDRD(50),XTE(50),KBIT,TSPAN,TSPANA DGI 12

















IF (IPLAN.EQ.2) LM=b OGI }0
IL=LM*I OGI 31
JM=LM*2 OGl 32
IF (LM.EQ.I) JM=IL OGl 33
IM=LM*2 DGI 34
DO I I=I,IM OGl 35
CDRAG(I)=O. OGI 36
DO I J=I,IM DGI 37
A(I,J)=O. OG1 38
DO 2 I=I,NMAx OGl 39











DO 15 I=I,IPLAN DGI 51
BOTT=BOTL OGl 52





















IF (IMAX,EQ,O) GO TO 7
DO 6 IN=ItIMAX
ISUM (1) =ISUM (I) *IN
IMM=IMAX*I












































THE FACTOR 8 IS JSED INSTEAO OF THE FACTOR
ACCOUNT _OTH SIDES OF THE WING




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IF (I.EO.I) _RITE (6,41) DGI
IF (I.EQ.(NSSwSV(1)÷I)) WRITE (6,_2) DGI
SPANLD=0. DGI










IF I.EO.NSSWSV(I)) WRITE (6,43) CLI,C_I
IF I.EO.NSSW.AND.IPLAN.EQ.2) CLP=CLTOT-CLI
IF I.EO.NSSW.AND.IPLAN.EQ.2) CME=CMTOT-C_I

























FOQMAT (/I//aX,llH _EF. CHORD,RX,?SHC AvEPAGE TUUE






FORMAT (/45X,45HSECOND PLANFORM HORSESHOE VORTEX DESCRIPTIONS/) DGI
FORMAT (17X,RFI2.5) DG1
FORMAT (/////15X,IIHCL DESIGN =,FIO.6,SX,IPHCL COMPUTEO=,FIO.6,SX.DGI
II2HCM CO_UTED=,FIO.6,SX,SHCD V=,FIO.6) DGI
FORMAT (/////15X,7_CL DES=,FlO.b,SX,12HCL COMPUTED=,FIO.6,SX,?gHNi)DGI
I PITCHING MOWENT CDNSTRAINT,SX,SHCD V=,FIO.6) DGI
A N L 0 DGI
OGl






FORMAT (/I/140X,56MF I R S T P L A N F 0 R M S P
IA D I N GII6OX,I_Y,IIX,WHCL*C)
FORMAT (////_OX,58HS E C 0 N D P L A N F 0 R M S
lO A 0 I N G//6OX,IHY,IIX,4HCL*C)
FORMAT (//50X,3OHCL DEVELOPED ON THIS _LANFORM=,FIO.6/































DIMENSION AO(2), DO(2), AI(2), Bl(2), Cl(2), Of(2}, ISUM(2), ISUMPD62
I(2), ISUMP2(2}, PP_(IO0), WN(2), YY(2}, ZZH(50), ZHH(]O0), YB(50),DG2
2 Y(]O0), RPHI(50), XTT(50), XTA(I02), CMD(|O0), A(I02,|02), CORAG(DG2








































































































































































IF (IMAX.EO.O) GO TO 6 DG2
DO 5 IN=I,IMAX DG2
ISUM(I}=ISUM(1)*IN DG2
IMM=IMAX.I DG2
IF (IMM.GT.NSCWMIN) GO TO 8 DG2


















IF (IA.GT.IC) YCAT=YCAT-S(ID) DG2














CALL FTLUP (YOB,YQ(KK),÷I,IUZ,YB,YOQ) 062
CALL FTLUP (YOB,XTA(KK),*I,IUZ,YB,XTT) OG2
CALL FTLUP (YOB,CHD(KK),*I,IJZ,YB,CIR) DG2
CALL FTLUP (YOB,PPP(KK),*I,IUZ,YB,PPHI) DG2






THE FACTOR 8 IS JSED INSTEAD OF THE FACTOR _ TO TAKE INTO DG2



















































































































































































































wRITE (6,46) Y(1),CDRAG(1),WNII DG2


















































IF (I.EQ.I) WRITE (6,4])













































































IF (I.EO.NSSWSV(1)) WRITE (6,43) CLI,C_I
IF (I.EO.NSSW.AND.IPLAN.EQ.2) CL2=CLTOT-CLI
IF (I.EQ.NSSW.AND.IPLAN.EQ.2) CM2=CMTOT-CM]
























I_HREFERENCE AREA,9X,3HB/2,8X,THREF. AR,8X,THTRUE AR,4X,IIHMAC- NUMDG2 2S6
2BER/) DG2 2%7
35 FORMAT (_F15.5) DG2_ ?58
3b FORMAT (IHI,///25X,IHXIIX,IHX,IIX,IHY,IIX,IHZ,12X,IHS,SX,gHC/_ 5WEDG2 _59
IEP,4X,SHOIHEDRAL,3X,IOHGAMMA/U AT/24X,3HC/z,,9X,4H3C/4,"2×,5HANGLE.DG? 260
27X, 5HANGLE, 4X, 6HCLDES=,F?.4/) OG2 261
31 FORMAT (/45X,4SHSECONO PLANFORM HORSESHOE VORTEX DESCRIPTIONS/) 062 P62
38 FORMAT (lTX,SFI2.5) F)G2 263
39 FORMAT (/////I_X,IIHCL DESIGN =,FIO.b,SX,I2HCL COMPUTED=,FIO.b,SX,OG2 ?64
II2HCM COMPOTEO:,FIO.6,SX,SHCD V=,FIO.6) DG2 2_5
WO FORMAT (/////15X,THCL DES=,FIO.6,SX,12HCL COMPUTED=,FIU.6,SX,29rINOOG?' 266
I PITCHING MOMENT CDNSTRAINT,SX,5HCO V=,FIO.b) DG2 267
%1 FORMAT (////40X,SBHF I R S T D L A N F 0 R M S P A N L 0 DG2_ 268
IA D I N G//6OX,IHY,IIX,4HCL*C) DG2 259
(*2 FORMAT (////40X,58HS E C 0 N D P L A N F 0 R M S P A N L DG?' ?lO
IO A O I '_ G//'%OX,I_Y,IIX,4HCL*C) DG?' 271
43 FORMAT (//50X,3OHCL DEVELOPED ON THIS _LANFORM:,FIo.6/ DG2 ;'72
I 50X,3OHCM DEVELOPED ON THIS PLANFORM=,FIO.6) DG2 212A
_4 FORMAT (SSXFIO.5,3XFIO.5) DG2 273
%5 FORMAT(/////2X, 127HS P A N w I S E S C A L E F A C f 0 R S DG2 274
I A N D ( N 0 R M A L w A S H ) /( U * C 0 S I N E ( D I DG2 275
2H E D R A L ) )//30X,23HDISTANCE ALONG PLANFORM,SX,THFACTOPS,SX,I,DG2 216
3HWN/(U*COS(PHI) )) DG2 2_77
_6 FORMAT (36XFIO.5,10XFIO.5..3XFIO.5) DG2 278
W7 FORMAT (IOX,I_HFIRST PLANFORM) OG2 279
(,8 FORMAT (IOX,ISHSECOND PLANFORM) DG2 PSO





PROGRAM CIRCUL3 DG3 I
DIMENSION AO(2), BO(2}, AI(2}, 81(2}, CI(2), D](2), ISUM(2), ISUMPDG3 2
I(2), ISUMP2(2), PPP(IO0)_ WN(2), YY(2), ZZH(50), ZHH(IO0), YB(50).DG3 3
2 Y(IO0), PPHI(50}, XTT(50), XTA(I02), CHD(IO0), A(I02,102), CURAG(DG3 4
3102), NMA(2), YQ(IO0), YQO(50), YC(IO0), V(I02,102) DG3 5
COMMON /ALL/ 80T,M,BETA,PTEST,OTEST,TBLSCW(50),O(WOO),PN(_OOI,PV(4OG3 6
IO0),S(WOU),PSI(4OO),PHI(SO},ZH(50),NSSW DO3 7
COMMON /ONETHRE/ TWIST(2),CREF,S_EF,CAVE,CLDES,STRUE,AR,ARTRUE,RTCDO3 8
]DHT(2),CONFIG,NSSWSV(2),MSV(2),KROT,PLAN,IPLAN,MACH,SSWWA(50),XCFWDG3 9
2,XCFT,YREG(I,2) OG3 |0
COMMON /TOTHREI CIR(400) DG3 II
COMMON /CCRROD/ CHORD(50),XTE(50),KBITtTSPAN,TSPANA 0G3 12



















IF (LM.E_.NMA(|)) JM=IL OG3 3d
IM=LM*2 DG3 33
DO 1 I=I,IM DG3 34
CDRAG(1)=O. DG3 35
















IF (I.EQ.2} O=XCFT DG3 52
AI=NSCWMIN*D.O.75 DO3 53
IMAX=INT(AI) DG3 54
IF (D.EO.I.} Gn TO 3 DO3 55
BO(1)=-I./(NSCWMIN_(I.-D}) DG3 56
AO(II=IMAX-BO(1)*(NSCWMIN*O.lS)_(NSCWMIN-I_AX} DG3 57
















IF (IMAX.EQ.O) GO TO 6 DG3 62
DO 5 IN=I,IMAX DG3 63
ISUM(1)=ISUM(I}*IN DG3 64
IMM=IMAX*I DG3 _5
IF (IMW.GT.NSCWMIN) GO TO 8 DG3 6b






DO I0 J=I,IUZ _G3 73











IF (IA.GT.IC) YCAT=YCAT-S(ID) DG3 85
IF (IA.GT.IC) GO T3 q DG3 96




DO II J=I,IUZ OG3 91








CALL FTLUP (YOR,YQ(KK),*I,IUZ,YB,YOQ) DG3 I00
CALL FTLUP (YOR,XTA(KK),*I,IUZ,Y_,XTT) DG3 [Ol
CALL FTLUP (YO_,CHD(KK),*I,IUZ,YS,CIR) 053 I02
CALL FTLUP (YO_,PPP(KK),.I,IUZ,YB,ppHI) _G3 I03






THE FACTOR 8 IS JSED INSTEAD OF THE FACTOR 4 TO TAKE INTO DG3 llO














































































































































































































IF (I.EQ.I) WRITE (6,42)



























































































IF (I,EQ.NSSWSV(1)) WRITE (6,44) CLI,CWI
IF (I.EQ.NSSW.AND.IPLAN.EQ.2) CLA=CLTOT-CLI
IF (I.EQ.NSSW.AND°IPLAN.EQ.2) CMA=CMTOT-CM!


























14HREFERENCE AREA,gX,3H_/2,SX,THREF, AR,8X,7HTRUE AR,WX,IIHMACH NUMDG3 258
28ER/) 063 259
FORMAT (_F15.5) DG3 260
FORMAT (IHI,///25X,IHXIIX,IHX,IIX,IHY,IIX,IHZ,12X,IHS,SX,gHC/4 SWEDG3 961
IEP,AX,SHOIHEDRAL,3X,IOHGAMMA/U AI/24X,3HC/4,9_,_H3C/W,WAX,SHANGLE.DG3 262
27X,SHANGLE,AX,6HCLDES=,F7.4/) DG3 ?63
FORMAT (/W5X,45HSECONO PLANFORM HORSESHOE VORTEX OESCR|PTIONS/) 063 ?64
FORMAT (17X,BF]2.5) 063 265
FORMAT (/////15X,IIHCL DESIGN =,_]O.6,SX,I?HCL COMPUTED=,FIO.6,SX,DG3 ?66
IIAHCM COMRUTED=,FIO.6,SX,SHCD V=,FIO.6) DG3 _7
FORMAT (/////15X,7HCL DES=,FIO.6,SX,12HCL COMPUTED=,FIO.6,SX,?gHNODG3 ?60
I PITCHINO MOMENT CDNSTRAINT,5X,SHCD V=,FIO.6) 0G3 ?69
FORwAT (////40X,SGHF I R S T = L A _ F 0 R M S P A N L 0 DG3 770
IA O I Y G//6OX,IHY,IIX,AHCL*C) 0G3 771
FORMAT (/IIIAOX,58HS E C 0 N D P L A N F 0 R M S P A N L DG3 ?72
I0 A D I _ G//6OX,I,Y,IIX,AHCL*C) DG3 PI3
FORMAT (//50X,3OHCL DEVELOPED ON THIS PLANFORM=,FIO.6/ DG3 274
I 50X,3OHCM DEVELOPED ON THIS PLANFORM=,FIO.6) 0G3 ?lAA
FORMAT (55XFIO.5,3XFIO.5) DG3 275
FORMAT(/////AX, 127HS P A N W I S E S C A L E F A C T 0 R S DG3 216
I A N D ( N 0 R M A L W A S H ) /( U * C 0 S I N E ( D I OG3 777
2H E D R A L ) )//30X,23HDISTANCE ALONG PLANFORM,5X,THFACTORS,Sx,150G3 2/8
3HWN/(U*COS(PHI)) ) DG3 279
FORMAT (36XFIO.5,10XFIO.5,3XFIO._) DG3 2_0
FORMAT (IOX,I_HFI_ST PLANFORM) DG3 281





















































TO COMPUTE TME SINGULAR VALUE DECOhPOSITION OF A HEAL D_ X
N MATRIx A:BY PERFUP_ING THE A:UOV (T) FACTO_IZATION,
WITH OPTIONS FOR THE RANK,TH_ SINGUI.AP VALUtS, AN
ORTHOGOh'AL HASIS FOR IHE MOMU_ENOU_ SOLUTION , AND THE






























PANK WILL bE RFTIIPNEO TO I_F CALLING P_U_HA_ IN _IAO017
IRAh_, ThE O_DEPtD SID_GULAR VALUFS WILL _E HETUHNE[) IN QGIAO018
GIAO019
IN AI_I_ITION T(_ ThE OPTI()NS IN IOP=I AN URTMO_UNAL _IAOO?O
HASIS FOP TPE HOmOGEnOUS SOLUTIO_ WILL _E _ETUHNEO IN (_IAO02I
THF LAST N-IRANK COLH_N5 OF THE V r_ATRIx. THE U 61A0022
TPANSFEPMATION .AIRIx WILL HE RFTURNEU IN MATHIX A. 61A0023
_IAO02_
SAMF AS IQP:2. IN _D[;ITI()N TH_ LEAST S_UAhES SOLUTIONS _IAO025
WILL BE PETUHNEL) IN _AT_IX _. GIAO026
GIAO027
SA_E AS lOP=2, IN ADDITION THF PSEUDO INVF_SE wILL HE _IA0028
RETURNED IN APLUS. _IA0029
_IAO030
SAP_ AS lOP=w, IN ADDITION T_E LEAST SwUAPES SOLUTIONS bIAO031
WILL BE RETURNED IN MATRIX H. GIAO032
_IA0033
INPUT INTEGER SPECIFI_G THE MAXIMU _ ROW DIMENSION FOR A, GIAO03_
GIAO035
INPUT Ih_TEGER SPECIFING TMF MAXIMU_ ROW DIMENSION FOR V BIAO036
GIAO037
INPUT INTEGER SPECIFING THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN A. GIAOO3B
_IA0039
INPUT INTEGER SPECIFING TPE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN A. GIAO0_O
6IAO0_I
AN INPUT/OUTPUT TWO-DIMENSIONAL PEAL ARRAY WITH ROW f)IMEN- GIAO0_?
SION MD AND COLUWN DIMENSION _T LEAST N. ON INPUT, A GIAO043
CONTAINS THE INPUT MATRIX A w_ICH IS UESTROYEU. ON OUTPUI _IAO0_
A CONTAINS THE ISOMETRIC PATRIX H EXCEPT WHeN IOP=I, BIAO0_5
bIAO0_6
NUMBER OF RIGHT HA_D SIDES TO BE SOLVEO. bIAO0_7
GIAO0_8
AN INPUT/OUTPUT TWO-DIMENSIONAL AR_AY(_D X NOS) USED FOR GIAOO_g
IAC
IOP:3 OR lOP=5. ON INPUT,B CONTAINS THE RIGHT _AND SIDES _IAO050
FOR THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED, UN OU[PUT, B _IAO051
CONTAINS THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONS FOR T_E EQUATIONS, _IAO05?
B NEED NOT BE DIMENSIONED FOR OTHER OPTIONS, GIAO053
BIAO05_
AN INPUT I_rTEGER SPECIFING THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL DIGITS OF @IAO055
ACC_)PACY IN T_E ELEMENTS OF THE INPUT A MATRIX. [_IS @IAO056
VALUE IS l'SEi; T(, DETERMINE THE TEST FOR ZERO SIngULAR GIAO057
VALU_, THI_5 C_N_INING PANK, GIAOOSB
6IA0059



































E-NOPP OF A _ULTIPLIED BY 2-*(-4_) ,
IF IAC,LT.13 THE ZERO TEST WILL RE COMPUTEO USING THE
E-NOkM OF A MULTIPLIED BY IO**(-IAC),
A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF SIZE N WHICH WILL CONTAIN THE
ORDERED SINGULAR VALUES,
IRANK RANK OF THE MATRIX A (OUTPUT)
APLUS AN OUTPUT TWO UI_ENSIO_AL APRAY (ND X M) WHICH CONTAINS
THE PSEUDO INVERSE UF MATRIx A, IF IOP UOES NOT EQUAL
4 OR S TPIS ARRAY NEE[) NOT NE DIMENSIONEU _UT A UUMMy










AN OUTPUT TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAy (ND X N) WHICH CONTAINS THEGIAO069
ORTHOGONAL V MATRIX EXCEPT WHEN lOP=I, THE V MATRIX GIAO070
UPON RETURN FROM THE SURROUTINE WILL CONTAIN AN ORTHOGONAL GIAOO7|
RASIS FOR THE HOPOGENOUS SOLUTIONS IN THE LAST N-IRANK GIAOOT2











K=O IMPLIES NORI_AL PETtlRN GIAO084
6IA0085
K.GT.O I_PLIES KTH SIKGUEAR VALU_ _OT FOUNI) AFTER 30 ITER, GIA0086
K=-I IMPLIES THAT t SIN(_ THE (_IVEN IAC(ACCUPACY REQUIRE- GIAOO87
_E_T), THIS _DTPlX IS CLOSE TO A MATHIX wHICH IS OF _IA0088
LOWE_ RANK T_AN IPANK ANU IF THE ACCIJRACY IS GIAOOR9


































IF (IAC.GT,13) GO TO 50S
ZTEST = ZTEST_IO,_(-IAC)
GO TO 510
505 7TEST = ZTEST _ 2,0_*(-_8)
ZTEST =SQPT(SU_)*2,O_*(-48)






















DO 30 I = 1,N




ANNIHILATE THE I-TH COLUMN HELOW DIA@ONAL.
DO 3 J = I,M
3 S = S + A(J,I)**?
G = 0.0
IF(S .LT. TOL) GO TO 10
G = SQRT(S)
F = A(i,|)
IF(F .GE. 0.0) G = -G
H : F*G -S
A(I,I) = F-G
IF(I .EQ. N) GO TO 10
DO 9 J = L,N
S = 0.0
DO 7 K = I,M
7 S = S ÷A(K,I)*A(K,J)
F = S/H
DO S K = I.M




10 Q(I) : G
IF(I .FQ. N) Gb TO 20
ANNIHILATE THE I-TH POw TO QIGHT OF SUPEP-r)IAG.
S = 0.0
DO II J = L,N
II S = S * A(I,J)**2
G = 0.0




H = F*G -S
A(I.I÷]) = F - G
DO 15 J = L,_'
15 E(J) : A(I,J)/,
bO TO 20


















































DO ig d = L,M
S = 0.0
00 16 K = L,N
16 S = S + A(J.K) * A(I,K)
DO ]7 K = L,N
17 A(J.K) = A(J.K) ÷ S*E(K)
19 CONTINUE
20 Y = AHS(Q(1)) ÷ A_<(E(1))
IF(Y .GT. SIZE) SIZE = Y
30 CONTINUE














ACCUMULATION OF PlGHT TRANSFORMATIONS.
DO 40 II ='I,N
I = NPl - II
IF(I .EQ. N) GO TO 39
IF(G .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 37
P = A(I,I+I)'_(_
DO 32 J = L,N
32 V(J,I) = A(I,J)/M
DO 36 J = L,N
S = 0.0
DO 33 K = LgN
33 S = S ÷ A(I,I(}_V(K.J)
DO 34 K = L,_'
34 V(K,J} = V(K,J) * S_V(K,I)
36 CONTINUE
37 DO 3_ d = L,N
V(I,d) = 0.0
38 V(J,I) = N.O
39 V(I,I) = 1.0
G = F(1)
40 L = I
41 CONTINUE
IF(,NOT. WITHU) CO TO 53
#CCUMULATIUH OF LEFT TI_ANSFO_MATION<.
DO 52 II = I,N
I : NPl -II
L = I ÷ 1
G : Q(1)
IF(I .EQ. N) GO TO 4_,
DO 42 J -- L,N
42 A(I,J) = O.O
43 CONTINUb
IF(G .EO. 0.0) (,0 TU _*_
IF(I .E(J. N) (40 TO 47
H = A(I,I)_G
DO 46 d = L,r.
S = 0.o
DO 44 K = L,r:
44 S = S ÷ A(_,])'_'_(M,J)
F = S/r_
DO 45 K = I,_ ._
45 A(K,J) = A(K.J) + _'::'A(K,I)
46 CONTINHE
47 DO 48 d = I,_



















































49 DO 50 d = I,M
50 A(J,I) = O.O
51 A(I,I) = A(I,I) ÷ 1.0
52 CONTINUE
53 CONTINUE





















































IF(L.EQ.K) GO TO 75
IF(ITCNT .LE. 30) 60
IFR;4 = _K
RET/JPN
65 ITCf_T = ITCNT + 1
TO 65

























































F=( (Y-Z)* (Y÷Z) ÷ (G-h) r,(h÷H) ) /(?.O*l-*y)
G=SQ_T (F'F÷ 1 • 0 )
IF(F.LT.O.O) G=-b
F = ( (X-Z)*(X÷Z)÷I'*(Y/(F÷G)-H})/X















































































































































































IF (IOP.LT. 3) _rTt:-'r
IF(IOP.bT.3) GO "T( ]7(,
DO 160 L= l • t,iO.¢:
DO 130 J= i • IN_r,!_
£Ute=O. 0
DO 120 I=I,M






























































180 SUM =SUM-* V(I,M)*_(J,_)/_(_)
190 APLUS(I,J) = SU_
?00 CONTINUE













































DIMENSION YY(2), FV(2), FW(2), DZDX(_O0), XXCC(20), WOU(20) ZOC
DIMENSIO_ X3C4(22), ALOC(22,1), T(41), SS(41,i), SSI(41,I), SS2(4IZOC






PART 3 - COMPLITE Z/C VERSUS X/C
THE TOLERANCE SET AT THIS POINT IN THE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO BE










































































































































































WRITE (6,10) Q(LA),Y,CHORO(1) 70C
WRITE (6,13) ZOC
WRITE (6,17) (wOU(IJ),IJ=I,I_) 70C
WRITE (6,14) ZOC
































FORMAT (|HI.qSX,2OHLOCAL ELEVATI3N DATA///) ZOC
FORMAT (41X,47HSLO_ES,DZ/DX,AT SLOPE PDINTS,FROM FRONT TO _EA_/) ZOC
FORMAT (w2X,46HCORRESPONDING X/C LOCATIONS FRO_ FRONT TO REAR/) ?OC
FORMAT (////5_X,15HLOCAL ELEVATIDN//) ?OC





























































SUBROUTINE INFSU8 (BOT,FVI,FWI) INF




















THE TOLERANCE SET AT THIS POINT IN THE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO BE

















































































































DIMENSION TH(50), DELH(50,1), CT(50), IH2(SO)t DELSQH(50), 5T2(50,SPL
II) SPL
DIWENSION PSUM(MMAX,MNCVS) SPL
DIMENSION X(MNPTS), Y(MNPTS,MNCVS)t T(MMAX), DELY(MNPTS,MNCVS), S2SPL
I(MNPTS,MNCVS), S3(WNPTS,MNCVS), SSI(MMAX,MNCVS), SS(MMAX,MNCVS)t HSPL
2(MNPTS), 5S2(MMAX,_NCV5), PROXIN(MNCVS), DELSQY(50), H_(50),
3, 0(50)
































































































































































































IF (J.LT.M) GO TO lO SPL 73
MI=M-I SPL IW
DO 24 K=|,NCVS SPL 75






DO 21 I:2,MI SPL _2
TH2(1)=(TH(I-I)*IH(1))*2. _PL 83
OELSQH(1)=(DELH(I'<)-OELH(I-I'_)) .6, SPL 8k
CONTINUE SPL 85
TH2(I)=THZ(M) =1- SPL 86
CT(1)=O SPL 87
TH(M])=O SPL 88
OELSQM(1)=DEL SOH(M)=O. SPL 89
CALL TRIMAT (TH,TH2,CT,DELSOH,D,W) _PL gO














FORMAT (I4_2_HTH ARGUMENT OUT OF RANGE) SPL 105




SUBROUTINE TRIMAT (A,B,C,D,T,N) TRI ]
DIMENSION A(1), B(1), C(1). O(1), T(1), W(50), SV(50), 6(50) TRI 2
TRI 3






DO 2 K=2,N TRI I0
KMI=K-I TRI II
W{K)=B(K)-A(KMI)*SV(KMI) TRI 12



















If the root bending moment is to be constrained instead of the pitching moment in
equation (21), then it is also necessary to change from computing the C m contributions
(eq. (8)) to computing those of CB. Thus the contribution to root bending moment I from
the jth chordwise row would be
CN,j[(Yj- Yr)cos _bj+ (zj-Zr) sin _bj]
CB, j = , ,,, (FI)
u  z
where
constraint which occurs in equation (21), it is necessary to rewrite the equation as
Ns
q_2 = _ 5kCB,k- CB =0
k=l
@j is the horseshoe vortex dihedral angle. To reflect the change in the moment
(F2)
for the dihedral solution technique. If the constraint is that of an elliptic span loading at
CL,d, then equation (F2) becomes
Ns





@2 = 2 _ 5kCB, k - (-0.424414)CL, d
k=l
(F4)
with the number in parentheses being the fractional semispan distance of the loading cen-
troid from the plane of symmetry. If the semispan employed in the preceding constraint
is different from that of the wing under consideration, as could occur in a wing with a
winglet added on, then the fractional location must be ratioed appropriately.




If there is an upper and a lower winglet on a wing to be represented, the upper wing-
let should be defined with the wing as one planform, and the lower winglet should become
a second planform. For this two-planform configuration, the pitching-moment constraint
should be made inoperative and in its place, the user may want to incorporate the root-
bending-moment constraint just described.
The changes to the computer program listed in appendix E in order to implement
the change to a root-bending-moment constraint are minor. The necessary change details
will be given for the solution technique associated with the configuration having dihedral
and a well-conditioned solution matrix. This is the part denoted by OVERLAY 1 CIRCUL2
and on the cards by DG2. The changes are given in the order of their occurrence in the
program:
(1) Remove DG2 32
(2) Replace DG2 39 with
CDRAG(IM) =-0.424414*CLDES
(3) Replace DG2 115 with
APP = ATAN(PPP(KK))
and DG2 116 with
A(KK,IM) = A(KK, IL)*((YQ(KK) - YREG(1,1))*
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-Image of typical elemental panel
on right half of the wing (subscript N + I - n)
2
Figure 1.- General layout of axis systems, elemental panels, and horseshoe vortices for
a typical wing planform.
157
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I SIope
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Figure 2.- Geometry of horseshoe vortex for typical panel. (See appendix C




Nc N-"s Spacing Extrapolation
o I0 25 Uniform Constant
[] 20 20 Uniform Constant
0 20 20 Uniform Spline
















(a) a = 0.2.
Figure 3.- Solution from two-dimensional analytical method (ref. 9) and solutions from
present method for local slopes and elevations for various values of a. M_ = 0;
CL, d = 1.0. (It should be noted that the diamond symbol does not appear in the upper
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0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
(a) Local slopes.
Figure 4.- Effect of number and spanwise distribution of chordwise rows of horseshoe
vortices on local slopes and elevations for trapezoiclal wing at CL, d = 0.35 and
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Nc Ns Spanwise spacing
o 20 20 Uniform
[] 20 10 Uniform
20 20 Cosine on semispan





















i:iPresent (Nc =20, Ns=20)
















0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 ,7 .8 .9 1.0
Figure 6.- Local elevations obtained from three theoretical methods for high-aspect-
ratio wing at CL, d = 1.0 and Moo = 0.90.
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Method of ref. 1 Present method
N = 8, m = 23 Nc = 16,As = 25
__t_ 2__
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(a) Local slopes.
Figure 7.- Local slopes, elevations, and lifting pressure distribution for trapezoidal wing
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Figure 8.- Vortex drag for a wing-canard configuration over a range of moment trim
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Cl w = O. 1662
Co v-o. 943
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(a) ac = aw = O.
Figure 9.- Effect of location of chord loading change on optimum span loading, C L
division, and CD, v with pitching-moment constraint for wing-canard configura-
tion of figure 8. ,x_ z___c
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Figure I0.- Effect on span loading, C L division, and CD, v of vertica]
separation of wing-canard configuration of figure 8 with pitching-
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(a) Wing.
Figure 13.- Local elevations for wing-canard configuration of figure 8 designed separately
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Figure 14.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a tandem wing



















Figure 15.- Effect of root-bending-moment constraint on aerodynamic characteristics,
incidence-angle distribution, and local elevations of aspect-ratio-6.67 wing'winglet
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